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There are many factors influencing a nation's maritime
policy , such as a nation's development policy for
industries, geographic situation, political and economic
systems and so on.
When we study
China's maritime
shipping policy, we should not ignore China's particular
political and economic situations in the past and at the
present, and other main elements. In this part,
I would
like to focus on the main factors influencing China's
maritime
shipping
policy
including
China's
main
characteristics, China's
foreign trade
and China's
infrastructure of maritime shipping industries.

Chapter I

/
China's Main Characteristics

1.1. Geographic Features and Population:
Largi Land Arta, Long Coastal
Lint and Big Population

The People's Republic of China covers an area of 9.6
million square kilometers ( about 3.7 million square
miles > and extends about 5,500 kilometers from north to
south and 5,000 kilometers from east to west, making it
the third largest country in the world ( after the USSR
and Canada ). The 12 countries sharing with frontiers
with China are: the Democratic Republic of Korea, the
2

USSR, Mongolia, Afghanistan, Pakistan,
India, Nepal,
Sikkim, Bhutan, Burma, Laos and Vietnam. There are 1,500
rivers whose catchment areas are over 1,000 square
kilometers. Among the rivers, Changjiang ( the Yangtze
River ) in the central China and Huanghe ( the Yellow
River ) are the longest ones. Changjiang is 5,600 meters
in length and with a massive drainage basin of 1.8
million square kilometers, covering one-fifth of the
country.
Huanghe is 4,645 meters in length with a
drainage basin of 745,000 square kilometers.
The main
land coastal line is 1,600 kilometers. The territorial
waters are dotted with about 6,500 islands, ranging from
the South China Sea to the Yellow Sea. The sea area is
3.36 million square kilometers.
China's census of 1 July 1982 revealed that the
population
had
amounted
to
1,006,175,288,
which
represents
more
than one-fifth
of
the world's
population. The average population density is 107 people
per square kilometers.
In the eastern seaboard, the
density is big, with
over 400 people per
square
kilometer.

Motfs.on Population «nd Natural Rt^ourcw in China
Population at thi and of 1984

1,034,75 aillion

Nuabrs of labouri at thi md of 1984
Land area ( iquarc kiloocteri )

475,97 oillion
9,60 lillion

Averse annual rainfall

630 M

Forested area ( hectares )

115,24 lillion

Fresh eater surface ( hectares )

16,64 lillion
Narine fishing grounds ( sq, nautical liles) 818,000
Sea surface suitable for breading fish(hectares) 492,000
Length of coastal line ( kiloieters )

Iron ore reserve ( letric tons )

1,800
47.20 billion

Coal reserves ( letric tons )

737.11 billion

Tiiber reserve ( cubic leters )

10.26 billion

3

1.2. Governiaenial System
Highly Ctntralized 6ovrnitnt System
Under Leadrship Of The Chinese
Communist Party ( CCP )

1.2.1.The Structure Of The State (see Chart 1.
Organization Chart of China's Government)
According to China's Constitution, the state-level
legislative bodies are the National People's Congress
(NPC) and its Standing Committee.
The local people's
congresses
and their standing committees are local
legislative bodies. The State Council,
so called the
Centra; People's Government, is the executive body of the
highest organ of state power and the highest organ of
state administration.
The President of PRC represents
the state and exercises the powers in pursuance of the
decisions of the NPC and its Standing Committee.
The
administration divisions in China are divided as follows:
(1>.
The country
in China
is
divided into
provinces,autonomous
regions
and municipalities
directly under the Central Government;
(2) . Provinces tand autonomous regions are divided
into autonomous prefectures, counties, cites, and
autonomous counties;
(3). Counties and autonomous regions are divided
into township, nationality township, and towns;
(4). Large and middle size cities are divided
districts and counties.
There
are
31
provinces,
municipalities
and
autonomous
regions
including
23
provinces,
3
municipalities and 5 autonomous regions.

4
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1.2.2. CCP Central Committee and Central Government
1.2.2.1. Introduction
The
Centralized
governmental
system
which
corresponds to China's central planning economy has been
established since 1949 when the P.R.China was founded.
Political power is shared between the Central Government
headed by the State Council and CCP Central led by the
Politburo.
When there are some important events, the
decisions, which may influence the whole nation,are
always made by both.
Nevertheless, it should be noted
that a series of reforms in economy and politics have
been introduced into China since 1978 when the third
plenary session of the CCP Central Committee was held in
December 1976. The main goals of the reforms included "
Separating the Government from the Party" and "Separating
the enterprises from the Government". The role of the
legislative bodies, i.e. NPC and its Standing Committee,
have been emphasized.
1.2.2.2. The Central committee of CCP
In 1921 Chinese Communist Party (CCP) was formally
founded at a meeting attended by 11 members in Shanghai.
CCP has been playing very important role in China since
its foundation.
Having struggled for 28 years, a new
China was set up by the CCP when the CCP Chairman Mao
Zedong announced that " the Chinese people have stood up
and the People's Republic of China has been established "
at Tianmen Square in Beijing. Nowadays CCP members have
amounted to more than 40 million. According to the CCP
Constitution, CCP National Congress is held ever five
years when the members of CCP Central Committee are
elected. The CCP Central Committee then determines the
important polices, the members of the Political Bureau
and its standing members, and The General Secretary. The
General Secretary is the key person in the Party. The
6

daily work of the CCP Central Committee is done
Secretariat headed by the General Secretary.

by the

1.2.2.3. The State Council
The State Council, called the
Central People's
Government, is the executive body of the highest organ of
state
power
and administration
according
to the
Constitution
of the P.R.C..
The State Council is
composed of the premier, the vice premiers, the state
councilors, the ministers in charge of ministries and
commissions, the auditor-general, and the secretary
general.
The State Council exercises the following functions and
powers, inter alia.:
(1).
to adopt
administrativemeasures,
enact
administration rules and regulations, and issue
decisions
and orders
in accordance
with the
Constitution of the P.R.C. and the Statues;
(2). to draw up and implement the plans for the
national economic and social development and the
state budget;
<3). to direct and administer economic affairs of
urban and rural development;
<4). to
cbnduct foreign affairs
and conclude
treaties and agreement with foreign states.
Because
China's economic system belongs to a
central planning economic system, the role of the
State Council is much more important in China's
economy.
The large state owned enterprises are
directly or indirectly controlled by the State
Council or its ministries or local governments. The
national economic policies are more or less easily
exercised in China due to the very tightly planned
economic system.
Due to the political and economic reforms in China
in 1980s, the organization of the State Council has been
7

changed to some extent. Many governmental agencies vhich
directly dealt with commercial business before
were
changed to the independent economic bodies. The numbers
of the ministries have also beenreduced.
Nevertheless,
the ministries are also involved in daily business
control with the state owned companies in addition to the
administrative work in respect of the development plan,
personnel, and finance.

1.3. Economy
Socialist Public Ikmership As Tht Doainant Factor - Socialist Plansd Econoay;
Othir Omership As Thi Repltnishatnt - Socialist Planntd CoModity Econonyi

1.3.1. The Economic System

An integrated central planning economic system has
been established over more than forty years since 1949.
The dominant economy is ^o called socialist public
ownership system.
Before economic and political reforms
happened in China in the 1980s,
most of the economic
bodies belonged to different levels of government. The
big state owned companies were directly the subsidiaries
of the Central Government.
During the reform,
the
economic system has changed.
The main changes are
following:
1). The ministries have gradually withdrawn
from direct control to the state owned companies.
The
ministries
exercise
their
administrative
functions
through 'enacting the
administrative
regulations
and
rules
instead
of managerial
functions;
2). The state owned companies, in particular
the middle and small companies, have increased the
vigor of the involvement in the market;
3). The market economy has developed to some
6

extent because it's allowed to set up private
enterprises, individual firms and economic
bodies
across administrative
divisions
and
different
industries;
4) . Foreign enterprises. or other foreign
economic organizations and individual foreigners are
allowed to invest in China and enter into various
forms
of
economic
co-operation
with Chinese
enterprises and other economic organizations;
5) .
Special
economic
zones
have
been
established in order to attract foreign investment,
where the foreign investors are entitled to benefit
from preferential treatment in aspects of taxation
and use of land;
6). Some enterprises directed by the Central
Government
have
been decentralized
to
local
governments.

1.3.2. Economic Development

China's
economy has
experienced different
developing stages which correspond to the political
situations. Although there were many political struggles
during forty years or so, an integrated economic system
has been set up. China has solved the basic problems of
people's shelter and food in such a big country which the
Chinese leaders are proud of. Many fields in science and
technology has caught or overtaken world level.
The first eight years from the foundation of the
P.R.China was the good period of time for economic
development.
The new government rapidly resolved the
problems of unemployment, high inflation and starvation.
In 1953 China launched the first five-year plan, and the
economy had considerable growth.
After that the so
called Great Leap forward economic policy was implemented
9

in 1958 in order to accelerate the development of the
economy. On the contrary, China did not benefit from the
policy but in the early 1960s China was plunged into a
depression due to the wrong policy.
The ten years'
"Great Cultural Revolution" disrupted the development of
the economy. Education and foreign trade were seriously
damaged.
In 1975, Premier Zhou Enlai outlined a new set of
goals designed to elevate China to the status of a 'front
rank' economic power by the year 2000. This programme
which
is
called
'the
Realization
of the
Four
Modernization' aimed at achieving ambitious levels of
production in Chinese agriculture, industry, national
defense, and science and technology.
This policy was
reaffirmed in 1978 at
the Fifth National People's
Congress and the Third plenary session of the CCP Central
Committee. Since then China has moved to the period of
continuous economic development (see Figure 1. Major
Targets of China's National Economy).

/

figure 1, najor Targets
Item

Unit

Nation's population

10.000 people

1949

)9S2

1978

1983

54.167

57.482

72.538

96.259

102.495

103.475

1.603

4.965

9.499

n.515

11.890

Number of workers A
staffers
10.000 people

1

19«5

1

Total industrial k
agrieulruraJ output
' value

100 million yuan

466

827

.1.984

5.690

9.048

10.407

Total agricultural
, output value

100 million >*uan

m

484

590

1.459

2.8S4

3.377

: Total industrial
. output value

100 million wan

140

343

1.394

4.231

6.164

7.030

Output value of light
* industry
100 million wan

103

221

705

I.S06

3.060

3.484

122

69!

2.425

3.104

3.546

1

589

1.587

3.010

5.645

65.;* i

I£5.:

473.3

I.12!.l 1

4.730
1.249

68.1* 1

17(;.0

466-3

1.111.0 1

1.292,5

668.7 1

952.0

45.6

:i6.9
9.S29 1

14.044

762

5.463
1.559 !

2.S49

^ Output value of
hcav\* industry

100 million wan

5T

National itKome

100 million vuan

35S

Revenue
Expenditure
Total investment of
fixed assets
• Turnover amount of
freight
Total vol. of retail
sales

100 million yuan
| 100 million vuan
100 million yuan ’

U.3*

100 million'
ron/kilometre

:55'

1.465

1.515
I.1S5.2
15.694

100 million wan

140.5

276.S

6-0.5

Total vol. of imports I
k exports
1 100 million \-uan

41.6

64.6

1!£.4

555.1

860

1.201

100

120.4

121.6

139.3

145.2

Total index of retail
price
Note K

%

In this raWe, toral industrial and a^riculrural
output value in 1949 and 1952 is calculated
of 1957. that of 197S is calculated according
10 the fixed prices of 19'0. and that of 1983
and 1984 is calculated according to the fixed
prices of 1980. and aJI other figures for the

5.376

accoiding lo the fixed prices of 1952. that of
1965 is calculated according to the fixed pric»<
,
Note 2.

Of China's National Economy

1984

sums of reonef are calculated accordiog to the
prices of the year under review.
Those with the mark ***** a/e statisua of
1950.
‘

INCREASE OF TOTAL PRODUCT OF SOCIETY AND NADONAL INCOME
1300
1200
1100
1000
900

I

H PROPORTION BETWTEEN INDUSTRLU AND AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT
VALUE (»)
—^

800
700
600
500
400
300

200

100
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2.1. Development of Foreign Trade
China
regions.

trades with
In 1988.

more

than 170

the total

amount

countries

and

of imports

and

exports first exceeded US Dollars 10 billion.
the total amount was US Dollars 11.16 billion.
foreign trade has

three features since

Open Door Policy was adopted in 1979,

In 1989.
China's

the so

called

i.e.,

(1) . A new open economic structure has been established
which is
frontiers.

that*
14

five

special economic

coastal cities are the

zones

are

main organs,

the
and

11 coastal provinces are the props;
(2) .
A new prospect of using foreign funds
has been
opened up.
Up to 1989,
foreign pro.jects have amounted
21,000 with amount 1.5 billions US Dollars:
(3) . Foreign
trade has areatly developed.
The
total
amount of

imports and exports

was 4 times as

much in

1989 as in 1979.
Foreign trade fluctuates to
national economic
the

1950s the

policv and

amount of

great extent v;ith the
foreign relations.

foreign trade with

In

USSR and

Eastern European countries accounted
for 65 per cent.
In the 1970s.
China's foreign'trade had begun
to have
great growth.

In the

1980s,

foreian trade continued to

grov/ ( see Table 1. China's Import and Export Trade).

2.2. Trade By Countries and Areas.
China's

main export commodities

products.

crude

products.

The

machinery.

oil.
main

steel and

machinerv
import

and

are agricultural
light

commodities

timber.

From

industrv

are

1980s the

grain,
main

trade partners with china are Japan. USA and Hongkong
(see Table 2. The Top 10 Trading
12

Partners and Table 3.

Trade By Areas and Selected Countries, and Fig 2. Trade
By Areas).

Table 1. China's Import and Export Trade
(In 100 Million US Dollars)
Year

Total

Export

Import

Balance

1950
1952
1957
1965
1978
1981
1983
1964
1985^(
1986»f
1987«
1988^^
1989»»f

11.3
19.4
31.0
42.5
206.4
440.2
436.2
535.5
696.3
742.1
629.3
1030.1
1160.0

5.5
8.2
16.0
22.3
97.5
220.1
223.3
261.4
273.4
310.6
395.4
476.5

5.8
11.2
15.1
20.2
108.9
220.1
213.9
274.1
424.9
431.5
433.9
553.6
-

-0.3
-3.0
+ 0.9
+ 2.1
-11.4
0
+9.4
-12.7
-151.5
-120.9
-38.5
-77.1
-

Source: Figures before 1984 froa The PRC Year-Book 1985:
Figures with
froa Monthly Bulletin of Statistics United Nations April 1990;
Figures eith ' tt’ froa People’s Daily (overseas edition),July 6,China,
Table 2. China's Top 10 Partners
(Total trade in USD Million)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .

1980
Japan

1962
Japan

9,247
Hongkong
5.649
USA
4,810
W.Germany
1,648

1981
Japan^
10,107
Hongkong
7,236
USA
5,478
W. Germany
1,685

Japan

8,583
Hongkong
7,309
USA
5,187
W.Germany
1,462.7

13,900
Hongkong
11,500
USA
6,000
W.Germany
3,600

Romania
1,160
Australia
1,015
UK
874
Canada
862
France
710
Italy
709

Australia
978.7
Canada
959.6
Singapore
914.2
Romania
794.2
France
717.2
Italy
679.3

Canada
1,170.5
Australia
1,103
Singapore
1,079
Romania
755.3
France
714.5
Italy
582.4

USSR

1986*t

2,600
Singapore
1,300
UK
1300
Italy
1,000
Canada
1,000
Poland
9,000

Sourcii CnmtriK Of Thi Horld and Their Leaders Year Book 198S|
Figures with 'V froa Aleanac‘of China’s Foreign Econoeic Relations ii Trade.
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Table

3. Trade By

Countries
Or
Areas

Import
Or
Export

1976

1978

1980

1982

1984

Total

Import
Export

5202
6045

10915
9745

19505
18139

18920
21865

25953
24624

42534
27329

ESCAP
Regions
ESCAP
Developing

Import
Export

2487
3597

4606
5393

8456
11315

7870
12350

13473
14828

23758
17088

336
2235

786
3556

2067
7029

2925
7276

4377
9411

7295
10769

Import
Export

329
2226

786
3556

2067
7029

2897
7276

4359
9411

7277
10769

Import
Export

7
9

26
12

18
13

18
13

Asia
Oceania
ESCAP
Develoed

Import
Export

Import
Export

Areas and

2151
1362

Australia

Import
Export

291
100

Japan

Import
Export

1833
1248

Newzealand

Import
Export

27
14

Selected Countries(Mi11ion USD)

-

—

—

1985

3820
1837

6389
4286

4945
5062

9096
5404

10463
6306

715
118

1063
224

914
224

697
218

1124
183

3105
1719

5169
4032

3902
4606

8057
5155

15178
6091

—

157
224

129
224

142
218

167
183

90
199

166
417

112
2530

231
2372

203
1608

—

—

1

5
1

6
2

—

Other
Asia

Import
Export

102
361

Other
Oceania

Import
Export

—

North
America

Import
Export

384
307

1606
433

5045
1301

5925
2145

5105
2700

6551
2729

South
America

Import
Export

108
17

244
17

450
308

485
439

817
414

1730
458

Western
Europe

Import
Export

1644
1046

2422
1403

3508
2772

2663
2419

4099
2474

7414
2649

1452
867

1970
1173

2744
2315

2081
2101

3103
2156

5589
2216

1060
1185

1468
1283

1152
799

1S14
1263

2487
2036

207
230

264
228

243
143

670
585

1017
1037

EEC

Import
Export

—

USSR &
E. Euro

Ebeport
Import

318
230

USSR

Import
Export

-

Soiree: 1985 Setisticel Year Book For Asia And The Pacifici
UN Publication
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2.3. Trade Organization
Foreign trade in China is done by different levels
companies or enterprises subject to approval by the
Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade and
other administration. Among others, the top ten import
and export corporations in China are the China National
Chemical Import and Export Corporation, the China
National Metals and Mineral I&E Co., the China National
Textiles I&E Co., the China National Cereals and Oils
I&E Co., the China National Native Produce and Animal
BY Products I&E Co., the China Northern Industries Co.,
the China National Light Industrial Products I&E Co.,
The China National Arts and Crafts I&E Co., the China
Silk Co., and the China National Medicines and Health
Protection Products I&E Co..
Before economic reform, a large part of exports
and
imports was
the
task of
several national
enterprises
under
the
control
of
the central
government.
In 1960s, the imports and exports were
decentralized to some extent
at the local level
government owned companies.
2.4. Special
Cities

Economic

Zones (S.E.Z.)

and 14

Coastal

The Chinese government decided in July 1979 to set
up four special economic zones in Shenzhen, Zhuhai,
Shangtou and Shiamen. The four special economic zones
in China
cover a
total area of
526.26 square
kilometers.
Shenzhen , China's first and largest
Special Economic Zone, covers an area of 327.5 square
kilometers.
In 1966, the Biggest S.E.Z., Hainan
Province situated in the south part of China, was set
up after approval by the NPC.
The special policies
following features:

in

15

the

S.E.Z.

have

the

(1). The SEZs rely mainly on the utlization of
foreign funds for their economic development;
(2). In the SEZs, market regulation is primary
under the guidance of the planned economy of the
whole country;
<3). Special preferential terms and facilites are
granted to outside investors in taxation, land use
charges, and entry and exit control.
<4> . The state gives more decision making powers
to
the SEZs
in their
economic activities.
Generally speaking, this power is greater than
which the provinces enjoy.
In 1964, China again designed 14 coastal cities
for opening wider to the outside world.
The 14 cites
are
Dalian,
Tianjin, Yengkou,
Yantai,
Qingdao,
Lianyungang, Nantong,
Shanghai,
Ningbo,
Wenzhou,
Fuzhou, Guanzhou, Zhanjiang and Beihai.
This is the
second step for China to open to the world after the
SEZs were set up.
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Integrated maritime industries have been established
over forty years
of

China

was

include

since

1949 when the

founded.

merchant

China's

marine.

People's Republic

Maritime

shipbuilding.

maritime service industries which play an

Industries
ports,

important role

in China's national economy and foreign trade.
China's

maritime

industries are

and

servino

Nowadays.

not onlv

the

domestic market but also the world market.
3.1. China's Merchant Marine
3.1.1. The Development Of Merchant Marine
When
in

1949.

political

the People's Republic of China was established
it had very limited merchant marine.
and

difficult for

economic blocks
China

in

to develop

seaborne foreign trade

Due to US

the 1950s.

her

it was

own fleet.

was transported

by foreign

cargo vessels.

For chartering foreign flag vessels.

agencies.

China

the

national

Chartering

Most
flag
two

Corporation,

better known as Sinochart, and the China National Foreign
Transportation

Corporation.

were formed in

1951,

agencies,

thev

better known

In the first

operated

through

as Sinotrans.

years of these

two

Czchos1ovakia

and

Sovf racht.
The

new

establishment
Shipping

China
of

merchant
the

Chinese

Company (CHIPOLBROK)

Poland concluded a Joint
such a company

marine
-

began

Polish

in 1951

with
Joint

after

the
Stock

China and

Shipping Agreement to establish

on June 15,
17

1951.

In 1950s.

there

were

T

many countries whic had not diplomatic relations with
China so it was not convenient for Chinese vessels to
enter the ports of those countries. To overcome these
shipping obstacles, the State Council gave the Ministry
of Communication ( MOC ) authority to set up
two whole
controlled companies in Hongkong to operate ships under
foreign flags in world wide trade. The two companies
are Ocean Tramping Company, Ltd formed in 1958 and Tick
Fung Shipping enterprises Company, Ltd formed in 1960.
In 1961, a state owned company - China Ocean
Shipping Company (COSCO) was established.
The company
started with 25 ships of 220,000 DWT.
In the early
1960s,
China began to buy foreign vessels.
In the
1960s, China's merchant fleet did not develop too fast.
Until 1970, China had only 248 vessels with 868,000 DWT.
China's merchant fleet could only carry around 18 percent
of its foreign trade cargo.
In the 1970s, China's
merchant marine had notable growth. The merchant marine
fleet in the late 1970s was three times as much in the
1960s (see Figure 3. China's Merchant Marine Fleet 19601988).
In the 1980s, China's foreign trade had great growth
< see Table 1. China's Import and EIxport Trade ). At the
same time, the merchant marine had also a significant
expansion. Nowadays, China has formed an integrated
merchant fleet with various types' of ships (see Figure
4. China's Merchant Fleet By Types).
In the 1970s, China
had only a few shipping companies such as
COSCO,
Sinotrans companies and some foreign joint ventures but
as the country has opened up to the outside world,
maritime enterprises operating foreign transport have
increased to more than 120 from the original few in 1979.
China merchant marine in 1989 has reached
12.7 million
GET and is ranked eighth in world total tonnage ( see
Table 4. The Leading Maritime Nations In The World).
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Table 4. The Leading Maritime Nations In The World
Rank

Country

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Liberia
Panama
Japan
Greece
Cyprus
U.S.A.
USSR
PR China
Norway
Bahamas

Ship Nos GRTif 1000 DWTMlOOO NRTMIOOO % World
1399
3792
3849
1458
1283
800
2599
1412
346
486

48062.6
44724.0
28286.5
21309.5
18637.3
18180.0
18867.0
12276.4
9591.5
9661.7

90626.4
71741.1
43933.3
38490.9
33527.4
27053.6
24971.7
18618.7
17131.4
16305.5

33935.5
27305.8
13977.6
14847.9
12994.8
11865.5
9694.1
6959.3
6573.3
6300.9

14.7
11.7
7.1
6.3
5.4
4.4
4.1
3.0
2.8
2.6

$

Source: ISL Slipping Statistics, The date Mas by January 1st, 1909, and ships re 300 6RT and over.
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3.1.2. The Organization Of Merchant Marine

All the Chinese
shipping companies belong
to
different level governments.
The internal organization
of
a shipping companies is much like governmental
organization.
The managers
at
different levels
correspond with the government officials.
Therefore,
there are companies at the level of vice ministry,
department and division.
According to the services supplied by the companies.
Shipping companies in China can be classified into the
following categories:
(1) . Deep-Sea Companies Or Ocean Companies.
These
companies fully serve the foreign trade,
such as China
Ocean Shipping Company (COSCO),Sino-Polish Joint Stock
Company, Yick Fung Shipping Enterprises Company, Ltd
(based in Hongkong), Sinotrans affiliated companies in
Hongkong, and other companies;
(2). Near Ocean Companies. These companies mainly serve
in south east Asian countries and areas,
including
Hongkong, Singapore, Japan, and other countries. Most of
these companies are owned by the provinces or the coastal
cities, some of which are the joint ventures with COSCO;
(3). Coastal Shipping Companies. These companies mainly
serve in the mainland coastal ports.
There are three
organizations responsible for the most part for coastal
transport which are Dalian Shipping Company, Shanghai
Maritime Bureau, and Guangzhou Maritime Bureau.
There
are also some coastal shipping companies belonged to the
local governments;
(4). Inland Waterway Shipping Companies. These companies
serve in the inland waterways. MOC Changdiang Navigation
Bureau owns and operate a large fleet for inland water
transportation.
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3.1.3. China Ocean Shipping Company (COSCO)
3.1.3.1. The Structure Of COSCO.
As said before, China Ocean Shipping Company, known
as COSCO, founded in 1961, is the biggest domestic
shipping enterprise in China. At present, COSCO owns and
operates over 610 vessels of different types, aggregating
14 million deadweight tons.
COSCO now has subsidiary
companies in five coastal cities of Guangzhou, Shanghai,
Tianjin, Qingdao and Dalian, and has formed joint-venture
shipping
companies
with provincial
authorities of
Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Hebei, Anhui, Hunan, Anhui and Jiangxi
(see Annex 1. COSCO Service, Domestic Organizations). As
to its overseas development, COSCO has set up offices and
appointed shipping representatives in Japan, Singapore,
Hongkong, Syria, Pakistan, Kuwait, the F.R.Germany, U.K.,
USSR, North Korea, Canada, Panama, etc., and has also
established 20 joint-ventures with foreign entities in
Japan, Thailand, Kenya, Australia, Belgium, Netherlands,
F.R.Germany, Norway, USA and Hongkong (see Annex I. COSCO
Services, Overseas Offices and Representatives).

3.1.3.2. COSCO Fleet And Service
In
COSCO's fleet,
there are
fullcelluer and
semiceller container vessels, being altogether 57 in
number and 50,460 TEUs in capacity. The containers used
in different lines reach to 158,000 TEUs. COSCO's 16
ro/ro
vessels
totaling
160,000
DWT,
are mainly
commissioned for carriage of heavy equipment, containered
cargos and vehicles, etc.
The bulk carriers, presently
covering 187 in number and .8.64 million DV7T, are chiefly
involved in transporting grains, ores, coal, and timber.
There are 350 general cargo vessels consisting of 4.4
22

million DWT,
COSCO's tanker fleet, consisting of 14
tankers with the total tonnage of 540,000 DWT,
is
specialized in carrying crude oil and petroleum products
in liquid.
In addition, COSCO also owns submersible
barge carriers, passenger ships and timber carriers. With
vessels of various types calling at 600 ports or more in
over 150 countries and regions.
Up to the present, COSCO has inaugurated 41 regular
liner routes connecting the major trading ports of China
with a great number of ports in the world.
With regard
to container liner services, COSCO maintains 63 sailings
per month from China to Japan, Hongkong, South East Asia,
Australia, Europe, North America, and the Persian Golf.
As to muti-purpose lines, monthly sailings reach 46,
covering a wide range from
China to Japan, Southeast
Asia, East and West Africa, the Mediterrean and Europe
(see Annex I. COSCO Services,
The Route Map of COSCO
Ships).
Table 5. COSCO Fleet
Types of Ships

DWT (TEUs)

Numbers

50,460(TEUs)

Container Ships

57

RO / RO Ships

16

160,000

Bulk Carriers

187

6,040,000

General Cargo Ships

350

4,400,000

Tankers

14

540,000

Total

624

13,140,000(50460)

Source; COSCO

3.2. China's Shipbuilding Industry

3.2.1. The Development Of Shipbuilding Industry
Shipbuilding is

one of
23

China's oldest

industries.

It can be traced back to remote antiquity.
China's
inventions, such as the compass adapted for use by
mariners, made her ships superior to those of other
maritime nations some centuries before they found their
way to the European shipbuilders.
From the Han Dynasty
<206 B.C. to A.D. 220) to Ming Dynasty C1388-144),
China's shipyards excelled over those of other nations in
ship's design and construction. During the reign of Ming
Emperor Yongle, 2,149 ships, including BAOCHUAN (treasure
ship), were built for Zhenghe's seven voyages which
reached to the Persian Gulf, the Red Sea, and the Horn of
Africa.
That
long period
of
great
innovative
shipbuilding and navigation activities ended with Ming
Dynasty in the Seventeen century. From the Qing Dynasty
<1644 to 1911) to the first Chinese Republic <1912 to
1949), Merchant shipbuilding was not notable.
China's shipbuilding industry has experienced a
significant growth since 1949 when the People's Republic
of China
was founded. The
development of China's
shipbuilding industry may be divided into three stages.
Before 1960s, it was the first stage.
In the 1950s, the
USSR provided China equipment and facilities as well as
shipbuilding technology. The China's shipbuilding could
make progress.
For example, China could build about
10,000 deadweight ships by 1960. The second stage fell
in between 1960s and 1978. The development achieved in
this period was very important because many ships, mostly
military vessels and civil ships, especially some highly
sophisticated ones, were built but it was a pity that
China was cut off from the rest of the world and
her
shipbuilding industry could not develop as fast as it
should because of the particular political situation at
that times world shipbuilding industry was in a period of
rapid expansion between in the 1960s and 1970s. However,
in 1976, the Third Plenary Session of the CCP brought a
turning point in China's shipbuilding industry.
Since
then, China's shipbuilding industry came to a period of
24

continuous development.
In the recent past ten years,
China's export ships' tonnage has amounted to 260,000
tons.
The countries importing ships from China have
expanded from Hongkong to 20 countries and regions.
The
types of export ships are from general cargo ships to
various models and very sophisticated ships.
China has
ranked fourth among world shipbuilding nations.
3.2.2. The Organization of China's Shipbuilding
Prior to the Fifth national Congress in May 1982,
China's shipyards, associated institutes, and factories
were directed under the Sixth Ministry of
Machine
Building Industries, the Ministry of Communications, and
the State Administration of Aquatic Products. Provinces,
municipalities, and autonomous regions also operated
shipyards.
Construction of larger merchant ships of
various types, specialized vessels such as exploration
vessels, naval vessels and oil rigs were under the
jurisdiction of the Sixth Ministry of Machine Building.
Some smaller merchant ships were the scope of the
Ministry of Communications, and the fishing vessels were
under the State Administration of Aquatic Products.
During economic and political reform in the 1960s,
for the coordination of the whole country's shipbuilding,
the Sixth Ministry of Machine Building was abolished, and
at the same time, the more unified corporation - China
State Shipbuilding Corporation (CSSC) - was set up.

3.2.2.1. China State Shipbuilding Corporation (CSSC)

CSSC is a nation-wide body under the direct control
of the State Council, which performs two functions,
CSSC subsidiaries have
shipbuilding and ship export,
amounted to over 160 and have been distributed over 20
25

provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions of China
with total employees 293,000, including 50,000 technical
personnel and 5000 technical specialists in ship's design
and reserch.
CSSC, headquartered in
departments:
.Planning
.Product Control
.Technical
.Ship Repairing
.Office

Beijing, has

ten following

.Trading
.Financial
.Personnel
.Military Engineering
.Equipment Material
Supply
CSSC, according to geographical location, has been
divided into main companies, called corporations<group>,
which
are located
in
Dalian, Tianjin,
Shanghai,
Guangzhou,
Wuhan, Chongqing, Xianmen, Jiujiang, and
Kunming.
To promote and facilitate sales of ships to
foreign and domestic buyers, CSSC established the China
Shipbuilding Trading Company (SCTC) as the subsidiary
organization.
Another
subsidiary, China
offshore
Platform Engineering Corporation(COPECO) was created to
be responsible for the design, construction and repairing
of offshore drilling rigs.

3.2.3. China's Shipbuilding Capacity
3.2.3.1. Shipyards
China's major shipyards are located along the east
coast of China while
many small and medium sized
shipyards are situated on the coast of Changjiang,
Zhujiang and other rivers. Among others, the shipyards
which can build ships over 1,000 DWT are distributed over
16 provinces and 22 municipalities (see Table 6. Number
of Shipyards).
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Table 6. Numbers Of Shipyards
Province

Large-Medium Yards

Jiangsu
Guangzhu

-

Zhejiang
Shanghai

-

Hubei
Fujian
Sichuan
Liaoning
Shandong
Tianjin
Anhui
Hunan
Guangxi
Heilongjian
Others (4)
Total

Small Yards

3(Guang zhou,Huangpu
and Wenchong)
4(Jiangnan,Hudong,
Shanghai,Zhonghua)
1< Mawei)
2(Dalian,Bohai)
1(Xingang)
KWuhu)
-

12

Total

36
24

36
27

19
12

19
16

14
11
11
6
7
5
5
5
5
4
14
160

14
12
11
6
7
6
6
5
5
4
14
192

Sourcti JAHRI Conpiled Froa China Haritiie Directory-1988
Notiii Large Sized ^ipyardti ftiilding 30,000 DNT Or Over
Nediui Sized
Yardii Gilding 10,000 -30,000 DNT
Snail Sized Shipyards: Building 1,000-10,000 DNT

Up to 1967, there are 7 large sized shipyards
capable of building ships of 30,000 DWT and above (Table
7. Facilities Emp|,oyees, ets of Major
Large Sized
Shipyards). Shipyards now being engaged in ship exports
amount to 10 in number, namely Dalian, Jiangnan, Hudong,
Shanghai, Guangzhou and Zhonghua. , CSSC has 26 shipyards
all over China. There are some other repairing shipyards
belonging to
the jurisdiction of the
Ministry of
Communications (COSCO). Other small sized shipyards and
fishing vessel shipyards belong to local governments.
3.2.3.2. New Building Tonnage
In the 1960s, China's shipbuilding has experienced
great growth.
Tonnage of newbuilding increased from
616,000 DWT in 1960 to : 1920,000 in 1967.
Tonnage of
newbuilding in gross tonnage increased from 196,000 tons
27

Table 7 Facilities, Employees, etc. of Major Large-Sized Shipyards
Faeilitiea for newbuildingi
Shipyard.

Location.

Building
dock
Berths

Jiangnan
Shipyard

Dalian

fsj

03

60

3 B

255x27
185x20

35

40x1

’b’

232x40
230x38

60
40

150x1
75x1

1 D
2D

155 xl8
184 x24

240x24

30

40x2
15x1

3D

190 X38.5

Shanghai

2B
SL

Remarks:

Shanghai

12.000

D
F.D

(technicians
1,000)

1865
720.000 m*

B&W.

PIEL-SnCK

1955
950.000 m’

40x2

2D

70.5x19.4

1958
700.000 m*

6.000

Main & sub
plnams
350.000 m*

170x26
140x24
140x20
135x17

20

Source; 3AP1RI ,Report

14.500
(technicians
IJOO)
(new/repair
8.000)

8,000

B
B
B
B

BD: Building dock, B: Berth, S: Slipway, S.L.: Side-Launch beth.
D: Repair dock
Numbers represents the number of berth.

185.5x20

155.5x24.2

28
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Shanghai
Shipyard

Guangzhou
Shipyard

217x30

300

No. of
cmoloyees
(of which
technicians)

15,000

290x35.5

B

Shanghai

Crane .....
(t X number)

2B

1 B

1 B
Hudong
Shipyard

Scheduled to be
completed at
end-1991
(plan) 350x80
307x50

Max. ship site
(1,000 DW)

G.C. 600
(plan)
G.C. 580x1
100x2
75x2

BD
Dalian
Shipyard
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Facilities for
repairing
Dock.
Floating
L(m)xB(m)
dock

10.000
(new/repair

5.000)

SULZER,
B&W

1900
610,000 m’

in 1963 to 222,000 GRT in 1969 (see Figure 5. Tonnage Of
NewbuiIding). From 1979 to 1969, the received tonnage
for export ship was
2.63 million tons and launched
tonnage was 2.2.mi 11ion tons.
In 1989, the total output of CSSC amounted to 4.66
billion RMB (Chinese
Yuan, 986 million
US$), and
increased by 16% in 1966.
The launched vessel in 1989
was 248 in number with total tonnage of 607,000 tons.
The total amount of export trade was 520 million US$ and
total booked tonnage for export
was 223,000 tons,
including 80,000 tons oil tankers and
65,000 tons
freighters.
Launched export vessels in 1989 were 24 in
number with tonnage of 26,300 tons, including 65,000 tons
cargo ships and 122,600 tons container vessels.

(To be continued)
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3.3. China's Sea Ports And Shipping Service Industries
3.3.1. Development of Sea Ports
China's sea ports have had a significant growth
since the foundation of the People's Republic of China in
1949. There are 190 various sea ports in China.
Among
others, the coastal medium-large sized ports are 60 in
number, including 26 ports whose annual cargo handling
capacities are over 1 million tons.
The total see port
berths have increased from 233 in number in- 1949 to 530
in number in 1967, the total number of deep-sea water
berths (capable for 1,000 DWT ships) from 61 to 212, and
annual handling capacity from 14 million tons to 396.25
(see Figure 6. Development of Sea Ports).
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E)ue to China's long coastal lines and rich inland
waterways, water transport through various ports has been
planed an important role in the whole models transport:
means. In 1987, the cargo volume through water transport:
accounted for 16% and cargo turnover 44% of the whole:
transport models (see Figure 7. Main Models of Transport
and Percentage).
Plgur<j T’.TranMsport Moddla & Poroeintago
Baurow K40C iBBD -fCaarpo >AiIum»>
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3.3.2,. Location And Organization Of Sea Ports
China's sea ports are located on the east coast of
the North Pacific. In the north part of China (Generallyspeaking, China is divided into two parts by Changjiang,
i.e., north part and south part.), there are 16 main sea
ports. In the south part, there are 23 sea ports (see
Map 1. China's Sea Port). Among others, there are seven
major sea ports from north to south, namely Dalian,
Tianjin,
Qinhuangdao,
Gingdao,
Shanghai,
Huangpu(Guangzhou), and Zhanjing.
The annual handling
capacities of these ports are more than 10 million tons
(see Table 8. Traffic in Major Ports).

Table 8. Traffic In Major Ports
Ports

Major Cargos
Handled

Dalian

Oil,Break Bulk,
and Container
Shanghai
Container,Coal,
Break Bulk
Qinhuangdao Coal,Oil & Coal
Qingdao
Oil,Break Bulk
Grain,Container
Tianjin
& Break Bulk
Huangpu
Break Bulk
Zhanjiang
Break Bulk

Berth
Numbers

Annual Capacity(Mn Ts)
1950««it 1978WW 1987*Ht

65 + ( ll)*t

1.8

28.4

46.0

96+( 19)*(

2.1

77.5

126.3

32-K8)
26+(ll)«t
38+(3) «

0.9
1.5
0.9

22.2
22.0
11.3

58.6
30.2
17.2

0.3
0.06

10.5
9.4

22.2
14.2

—

Sourcti t Froa JAHRI, tt Froa HOC Statiatica.

Over the last decade, under the guidance of the new
national open door policy, China's maritime shipping,
including ports, has been given momentum. To facilitate
more rapid port development, the management system in
relation to all main ports along the coastline directly
under the auspices of the Ministry of Communications has
been reformed since 1984 in order to introduce a system
called "Dual Control with Local Authority Taking Lead."
Major seaports except Qinhuangdao have been decentralized
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Local authorities.

Chart 2. China's Sea Port Distribution
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3.3.3. Shipping Service Industries
With the development of China's merchant marine,
ports and others, shipping service industries have been
developed.
Regarding the services for foreign ships
(including Chinese ocean ships) calling at China, the
China Ocean Shipping Agency (Penavico) was established in
1950s.
With 48 branches and further local offices,
Penavico handled 21,000 ships last year.
Including
containers, this means it handled 150 million tons of
cargos.
In 1987, the government decided that Sinotrans
could also handle ship's agency. So another ship agency.
Marine Shipping Agency (Sinoagent), exists now.
In terms of ship's salvage and towage, under the
HOC, there are 145 ships of different types and sizes
engaged in these services, including 36 tug boats in HP
from 2,640 to 20,600 with speed varied from 14 to 20
knots, and 9,000 employees, including 600 divers and
5,000 seafarers.
In aspects of port construction, ship supply and
other services, there are many enterprises providing such
services, such as China Harbour Engineering Co., China
Maritime Industry Corp., China Ocean Shipping Tally Co.,
China Foreign Ship Supply Co.,Foreign Ship Fueling Supply
Corp., etc. Around the sea ports, China has established
full-scope shipping service industries.
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In part one of this paper, we could see that an
integrated
system
of
China's
maritime
shipping
industries has been established and we could also say
that China has risen to a merchant marine power among
the world's maritime nations. But why and how has China
become a merchant marine power ? What is left behind the
development of maritime shipping industries ? I think
national maritime shipping policy
at the different
stages has been playing a very important role in the
development of China's maritime industries. Therefore,
in this part,
I would like
to
discuss what the
compositions of China's maritime shipping policy are,
how the nation's maritime infrastructures influence the
maritime shipping policy and visa
versa, and
the
evaluation of the maritime shipping policy.
CMAMTEZM
IV
TME COMMOS ITI ONS
OE
CM I ISTA ' S
maritime:
SMI mm INC MOL ICY

4.1 Definitions And Concept of China's
Maritime Shipping Policy
Maritime shipping policy constitutes a part of a
country's overall economic policy.
It depends on the
nation's economic development because maritime shipping
industries has always coincided with the development of
a nation's other industries.
China's maritime shipping policy may be defined as
a totality of the applications of economic, legal and
administrative measures
to
her maritime
shipping
37

industries in order to promote her
domestic and foreign trade.

maritime status in

China's maritime shipping policy has two different
aspects : domestic, which means that the policy applies
to China's own maritime industries; and foreign, which
means that the policy applies to the maritime shipping
industries of other nations, especially, to foreign
merchant marine. These two kinds of China's maritime
shipping policies
constitute the
complete China's
maritime shipping policy.
In terms of China's domestic maritime shipping
policy, we could divide it into two parts, one of which
is the policy applying
to the domestic
shipping
industries serving the domestic economy, and another of
which is the
policy applying to domestic shipping
industries serving purely foreign trade.
In the latter
case, there also exists differences between the shipping
industries registered in the domestic areas and in the
overseas areas.
If we discuss maritime shipping policy applying to
the domestic economy (other than foreign trade), we
could also find the differences existing between the
coastal shipping policy and inland waterways transport
policy.
As said above, the scope of maritime shipping
policy is very wide. But in this paper, I would like to
focus on the study of China's maritime shipping policy
applying to domestic shipping industries serving foreign
trade and domestic shipping, and
foreign maritime
shipping policy.
4.2 THE

COMPOSITIONS OF CHINA'S MARITIME SHIPPING
POLICY
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As said early, the China's maritime shipping policy
includes, . as
a
whole,
legal,
economic,
and
administrative measures' applications to its maritime
shipping industries in order to promote its maritime
status
in
domestic and
foreign
maritime trade.
Generally speaking, China's maritime shipping policy
consists of maritime legislation (legislative policy),
maritime administrative policies, and maritime economic
policy (national development plans) which deal with,
inter alia, the following matters:
•deep-sea, coastal and inland waterways shipping;
•shipbuilding;
•port activities;
•maritime finance ( People' Bank Of China and Bank
of China);
•shipping regulations and maritime law;
. customs;
•freight rates;
•ship's chartering;
•maritime personnel and education;
•maritime arbitration;
.maritime agreement;
.marine insurance;
•international maritime activities.

4.2.1. Maritime Legislation
China's maritime legislation includes maritime laws
and shipping rules.
The distinction between maritime
laws
and shipping rules is that maritime laws are
formulated by the legislative bodies
(NPC or NPC
Standing Committee) and shipping rules are formulated by
the
administration
(the State Council
and
its
ministries) according to China's law.
Although China
has not worked out a complete maritime code yet, China
has formulated a series of shipping rules governing
shipping.
One thing should be born in mind that the
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principles of China's
maritime shipping.

fundamental laws

also apply to

Regarding maritime law, up to now. Maritime Traffic
Safety Law Of The People's Republic of China was adopted
at the 2nd Session of the Standing Committee of The 6th
NPC on 2 September 1983 and came into force on January
1984. Maritime Safety Law is not only a law concerning
better control of maritime traffic and assurance of the
safety of vessels,
installations, property and human
life but also
a law concerning safeguarding
the
sovereignty and national interests of China.
This law
consists of 12 parts with 50 articles governing survey
and registration of vessels; manning of vessels and
installations; navigation, berthing or carrying out
operations; assurance of safety; carriage of dangerous
goods; rescue at sea;
salvage and wreck
removal;
investigation and
settlement
of maritime
traffic
accidents and legal responsibilities.
The shipping regulations appear in the form of
regulations or documents formed by the State Council or
its ministries regarding maritime matters.
Generally
speaking, the Ministry of Communications is responsible
for
forming
shipping
rules
regarding
ship's
registration, freight rates' approval, maritime safety,
and approval of establishment of shipping companies.
When the rules are beyond the jurisdiction of MOC, these
rules are always formulated by the State Council or all
the ministries concerned.
Among others, the main shipping rules are the
f ollowing:
-Regulations governing the registration of sea
going ship 1988;
-Regulations governing supervision and control of
foreign vessels 1979;
-The business regulations of China Ocean Shipping
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Agency 1986;
.Rules for transport of passengers by water 1960;
.Rules for transport of goods by water 1979;
.Regulations governing the ports and harbours 1985;
.The
provisional
regulations
concerning
preferential treatment for port and terminal development
projects financed by the Chinese and foreign joint
ventures 1985;
.The
provisional
regulations
governing
administration of the port's international container
terminals.
4.2.2 Maritime Administration
China's maritime
administration plays
a very
important role in the development of China's shipping
industries because the maritime administration perform
two functions, one of which is the administration of
shipping industries, another of which is to certain
extent the management of the shipping industries. There
are certain governmental agencies responsible for the
administration
of
maritime
shipping
industries.
Generally, MOC is responsible for the administration of
ports, merchant marine, etc.
The Ministry of Machinery
and
Electronic Industry is
responsible for
the
administration of the shipbuilding industry and the
Ministry of
Agriculture
is responsible
for
the
administration of the fisheries and the super intendency
of the fishing ports.
MOC performs,
inter
alia. the following
main
maritime administration functions:
.unifying the arrangement of studying economic
policies of water and road transport industries;
.formulating
shipping
rules
and
maritime
administrative
regulations according
to the
laws
concerned;
.forming the national water and road transport
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policies;
.undertaking
the
administration
of
water
transportation;
•developing the relevant system of transport and
approving the applications of the relevant system of
transport
and
inter-provincial
water
transport
enterprises;
.negotiating the bilateral agreements with foreign
counter parts in the field of water transport;
.dealing
with
the
matters
concerning
the
international organizations, including IMO;
.harbour super intendency administration, including
ship's registration and port control of the sea-going
vessels.
As said before, the maritime administration in
China performs not only shipping administration but also
control of shipping enterprises, especially to the big
shipping
companies.
However
the
maritime
administration's functions have been changed to some
extent since the economic and political reforms began to
be introduced in the early 1980s.
The functions and
duties of transport-related governmental departments
have been redefined.
In so doing so,
the operational
authorities have been entirely or partially transferred
to
the shipping
enterprises themselves
or local
authorities. As a result, the government can exert more
control over the
macro-economic activities of the
industries without being
heavily involved in
the
operations of the transport systems.
4.2.3. National Economic Plan - Five Years Plan And Long
Term Plan
National
economic
plan
concerning
shipping
industries (Five Year Plan or other long term plan)
comprises an important part of China's maritime shipping
policy. The Five Years Plan(FYP) is approved by the NPC
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and is implemented by the State
Council and its
ministries
and provincial or regional governments.
Generally, FYP gives the outline of national economic
development and the
State Council makes out
the
executive
plans according to
FYP.
For example,
according to the 7th FYP for National Economic and
Social Development of the People's Republic of China
(from 1966 to 1990), up to 1990, the total cargo volume
of the whole nation will be amounted to 914 billion
metric tons and will increase by 44.6%
compared with
1985, including 6000 million tons of water transport
increasing to 23.2% compared with 1985. And then the
State Council and its ministries make out the plan in
detail according to the FYP.
The FYP also gives the
national transport policy. For instance, the 7th FYP
stipulated that
-- re,4U?inq__tllS__above goals. the
loi-towina D
and ffi^asyrg?_shouia be taken: (l).to
encouraae state ._collective__bodies and__ individuals to
invest
in ___transport___ and__ communications:
(2).to
s.trenathen __technical____ reforms___ reconstruction
and
enlargement and fully utilizing the existing facilities:
(3).to
develoD multi-modal transport and container
transportation.___ and__ increase the
efficiencies and
quality of trains, ships and aircraft: <4).to promote
ihe reforms actively and steadily'.
According to the FYP, the various ministries will
make out the individual plans such as national inland
waterways
, coastal,
ocean
shipping,*
and
port
development plans. The various companies or enterprises
will develop their own business under the national
development policy.
As said before, China's economic system is a
centeral planning economy.
The national development
plan determines
the nation's
economic development
including shipping industries. After the reforms in the
1980s, the government has changed from the micro
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economic control of the economy to the macro-economic
instructions to national economy through legislation.
In the shipping world, a policy called Competition In
Shipping has been introduced.
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I have discussed about the development of China's
maritime shipping industries in the early chapters.
In
this chapter, I would like to discuss the development of
China's maritime shipping policy with the development of
China's
maritime shipping industries.
After the
deiscussion, you may observe that China's maritime
shipping policy has the following features:
.maritime administration has always been playing an
important role in policy making and implementing;
.shipping policy,
just
like
other economic
policies, has always had a strong link with China's
poli'tical situations;
.in the composition of China's maritime shipping
policy, there are more governmental documents (so called
'red titled documents) which are not easily to be known
by the public representing the maritime policy at
different stages than*other forms;
.ad hoc plans or governmental decisions always
interfered with the long term policy in the past;
.national
economic plans
(FYPs)
comprise an
important part of China's maritime shipping policy.
For analysis and evaluation of China's maritime
shipping policy
at the
different stages
of the
development of China's maritime shipping industries,
I
would like to discuss China's maritime
policy by
dividing it. into the following five periods of time
according to China's social development:
.1949-1952,
the first
three years
from the
foundation of the People's Republic of China;
.1953-1957, the First Five Years Plan period;
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.1958-1965, Great Leap Forward period and the
period of time for recovering the national conomy;
.1966-1976, the Great Cultural Revolution's period
of
China;
.1977-1989, the new period for China's economic
development.
From 1949 to 1965, this period of time was the
formative years for China's maritime shipping industries
when China began to resume and develop her own maritime
shipping industries.
The period of time from 1966 to
1976 was the time of the continuous growth in China's
maritime shipping industries.
From 1977 to 1989,
this
period of time was on expanding period for China's
maritime shipping industries.
5.1. The China's Maritime Shipping Policy
From 1949 To 1952
As said early in part one of this paper, when the
People's Republic of China was founded in 1949,
it left
with very
few merchant marine and other shipping
industries.
Most part of China's merchant marine was
shifted to Taiwan and the shipping facilities were
seriously damaged by the continuous war whic happened in
China.
The new China had only a small fleet with the
12,000 gross tonnage and most of them were too small to
sail at sea.
The new government took a series of policies and
measures to recover the sea and coastal transportation.
In the first three years from 1949 to 1952, water
transport including sea transport had achieved a lot in
the rehabilitation and development of the national
economy. If we take the cargo volume transported by sea
in 1950 as 100, the cargo volume in 1951 and 1952 were
respectively 460.75 and 604.3. The shipping policy at
this period of time had following features:
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5.1.1 Establishing Tlie New System Of Merchant Marine And
Shipbuilding - Institutions Setting
On March 12, 1950, the State Council promulgated
Decisions On The Shipping Work 1950 which provided that
MOC might establish the General Shipping Bureau and
General
Shipping
Company
to
instruct
shipping
construction and to exercise maritime administration.
According to the decisions, the General Shipping Bureau
should set up the local shipping bureaus in Tianjin
(administering branches in Yantai, Weihai, Qinhuagdao,
Qingdao, and Lianyungang>, in Yengkou (later changed the
title to North-east Shipping Bureau, administering the
branched in Dalian and Dandong>, Shanghai (administering
branches in Ningbo, Fuzhou, and Xiamen), Guangzhou
(administering branches in Shantou, Haikou, Yulingang,
and Guangzhou), Taiwan (waiting for being united), and
Chongqing (administering branches along Changjiang).
For the unification of the administration and management
of the state owned shipping companies, the General State
Owned Shipping Company was formed in Shanghai.
For strengthening shipping and port administration
and facilitating the
development of shipping, the
Financial Commission of the State Council promulgated a
governmental
document
called
Orders
Concerning
__si__shipping and Port.
This document expressly stated that the General Shipping
Bureau and local port authorities
were authorized
governmental bodies administering shipping and ports of
the whole nation.
MOC
directly controlled
the
management of the state owned
companies, shipping
business and the sea freight.
In 1951, the maritime administration system had an
adjustment in order to satisfy the
need for the
development of the shipping industries.
In MOC, the
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Maritime Bureau, the Inland Waterway Administration
Bureau, and the Fairway Eiigineering Bureau were formally
set up.
The local shipping administrations also were
adjusted and five port authorities were established in
Dalian, Tianjin, Qingdao, Shanghai and Guangzhou. These
port authorities were responsible for not only the
management of the ports but also cargo handling and
warehousing.
Regarding shipbuilding industries, the existing
shipbuilding industries were divided into three systems:
one was that the shipyards mainly built merchant ships
and war ships - under the jurisdiction of the Sixth
Ministry of Machinery;
one was the
building and
repairing of fishing vessels - under the jurisdiction of
the fishing department; one was the system for shipyards
mainly repairing vessels - under the jurisdiction of the
MOC.
5.1.2. Encouraging
New China

Overseas' Chinese

Vessels Retaining

The New Government
adopted a policy
stating
Considerations Must Be Given To Both The Public And The
__Sectors. And Benefits__Must Be Received Bv The
Labour And Capital.
Influenced by
this policy, many
overseas Chinese owners sent their vessels come to new
China. Therefore, the fleet of new China was increased.
5.1.3. Developing International Maritime Cooperation
Due to the Embargo of
rely on other countries'
three years. New China had
Poland, Czechoslovakia and

US and Taiwan, New China must
cooperation.
During these
good maritime relations with
the Soviet Union.

New China started with her own ocean shipping by
means of the establishment of the Chinese - Polish Stock
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Shipping Company (CHIPOLBROK). CHIPOLBROK was formed in
1951 after China and Poland concluded a bilateral
maritime agreement.
At
the beginning,
CHIPOLBROK
started with 9 vessels including 5 Chinese vessels with
50,030 dead weight tons and 4 Polish vessels with 36,250
dead weight tons. All the vessels were under the Polish
flag in the first years. This company, among others, is
the earliest and successful maritime joint ventures
between China and other countries.
CHIPOLBROK has been
in an important position in Chinese ocean shipping
history.
The first three years after the foundation of New
China
was a hard time for New China.
The new
Government faced
with inflation,
unemployment and
reconstruction of the country.
The reconstruction of
the sea transport was more difficult because China had a
small merchant fleet and the south-north coastal sea
transport could not directly proceed due to the military
conflicts in the Taiwan Strait between Mainland and
Taiwan. Even though new China had many difficulties in
recovering and developing sea transport. New China took
a series of reasonable policies to development her own
shipping industries.
As a result, overseas Chinese
ships continued to return New China and sea transport
started
to
recover.
Through
the international
cooperations. New China began with her own
ocean
shipping at that period of time.
Up to 1952, China's
maritime shipping was basically resumed.
In 1952, the
cargo volume by water transport was 51.41 million tons
and the cargo volume handled in the main coastal and
Changjiang ports was 23.11 million tons increasing by
102.2% and by 154% respectively compared with 1949. The
Chinese and Polish Joint Venture Company made China
resume and expand trade with Indian Ocean and Baltic Sea
coastal countries.
Shipbuilding and ship repairing had
also primarily resumed and formed.
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5.2. China's Maritime Shipping
From 1953 To 1957

Policy

From 1953 to 1957, China carried out the First Five
Year Plan which was made out by the State Council and
approved by the NPC.
In the First FYP, there was a
provision provided that "alongside__the rapid growth__of
the national__economy. _transport industries should be
developed accordinolv' and 'water transport is the most
economical transport. theref ore the proportion of water
transport in the whole transport model should be raised
actively'. In terms of sea transport in the First FYP,
it stated that 'ai--tJ^e time the sea transport shall be
developed properly' because Taiwan Strait was also under
the military conflict between the Mainland and Taiwan
and therefore it's difficult to rapidily develop the
South-North coastal transport in China.
In the period of time of the
First FYP, China
concentrated on the 155 big national
projects designed
under assistance of the Soviet Union,
including 194
large and meddle sized projects' construction. Most of
these large projects were distributed in the North-East
and Coastal areas, i^ith the development of construction
and manufacturing of the NE areas's
steel, coal,
machine,
oil and
chemical
industries
and the
development of the basin areas of Changjiang, the
exchange of the construction materials of the North and
South parts of China was tremendously increased and the
railway transport seriously overloaded. Therefore, sea
transport was actually needed to share the cargo flow.
The large cargo flow from the North to South was coal,
steel, timber, oil and chemical and from the South to
North was grain, articles of daily use and salt.
In the
Huanan Area (Guangzhou, Fuzhou and
other southern
provinces), the demand for the sea transport also
increased to great extent. At the same time, seaborne
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trade began to increase (see Table 9. Foreign Seaborne
Trade Of China).
According to the statistics, in the
foreign
trade contracts
between China
and other
countries at this period of time, China's share of
sending ships was only 20% in which China only had the
capacity to carry 40% and for other China had to charter
foreign vessels.
This means that China only had the
capacity to carry 8% of the total foreign trade that
time.
In order to promote sea transport, Chinese
Government adopted a series of policies in this period
of time which will be discussed in the following
section.
Table 9. Foreign Sea Trade Of China From 1952
Year

To 1958

Foreign Trade (Million Tons)

1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957

2.28
3.67
4.35
8.19
8.94
11.58

Source! China’s Haritiie History.

5.2.1. Readjusting The System Of Maritime Administration
- Institution Setting
According to ^Decisions Concerning The Unification
QL__l2£2__MarUimg
__Of Beivana__and Huadona '
adopted at the conference of National Maritime Transport
in November 1952 and '
Instructions Read.iustina The
Structure__of Maritime__Organization__and Administration
Rsla^ign?__ _______ MariUm?__Administration' adopted on
April 30, 1953, the
HOC readjusted the
maritime
administration
system.
The result
included the
following:
.establishing
the
unified maritime
transport
system.
The MOC
and its
subsidiaries directly
controlled and managed the shipping enterprises and
ports;
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.dividing
maritime
administration
into
two
divisions - Shanghai and Guangzhou.
Shanghai Maritime
Administration
was
responsible
for
the maritime
administration and maritime shipping enterprises in the
North of Changdiang, including Ningbo, Wenzhou and
Fuzhou.
Guangzhou
Maritime
Administration
was
responsible for administration and management of cargo
and passenger sea transport in the South part of China.
.Emphasizing administration and control to the
private
maritime enterprises.
The
two maritime
administrations respectively
adopted
measures to
control private enterprises by means of unification of
plans, cargo procurement and freight rates.
.unification of administration of sea ports. Major
sea ports were changed to the subsidiaries of the MOC
General Maritime Administration Bureau.
The harbour
administration in each
port had three
functions:
administration
of
the
port
and
harbour
areas
representing the State,
performing cargo
booking,
freight forwarding, and harbour planning, construction,
management and cargo handling.
5.2.2. Remoulding The Private Shipping E^nterprises
f
According to the report submitted by the MOC to the
Financial Commission Of the State Council in September
1952,
there
were
87
private
maritime shipping
enterprises with
166 sea going vessels of 97,017 dead
weight tons (see table 10. Proportion Of Shipping
Statistics In Different Ownerships In 1952).
The
private shipping companies' DWT
in 1952 was 42%.
According to this
report, these companies
always
disturbed the national economic plan because they were
owned by the private sectors and managed by the old
management system.
Some of them evaded the taxation.
Some of them had
financial difficulties to develop
further because of poor management. To overcome these
kinds of problems, it was the only way to change the
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ownership of these companies.
In the period of time of the first FYP, according
to the national policy called "Socialist Reforming
actively. steadily and in the planning wav^, the MOC
decided on
the process ' of
remolding the private
ownership of shipping enterprises in three steps.
The
first step was unification of plan, cargo procurement
and freight rates. The second step was to foster joint
ventures between private sectors and then between the
private sectors and the public.
The last step was
peaceful buying-out of private shipping enterprises.
In
1957, all the private maritime shipping enterprises
combined with the public owned shipping enterprises.
The same happened in the shipbuilding industries.
Table 10. Proportion Of Shipping Statistics
Different Ownerships In 1952 (%)
Ovmership

Numbers
of Ships

DWT

Cargo
Volume

Publie
J&V«
Private

36,22
4.02
59.76

53.99
7.84
9.07

56.73
3.52
37.75

In

Cargo
Passenger
Turnover Transport
62.67
8.30
29.03

32.11
4.48
10.74

Sourcci China’s Naritiae History, t JItV Mans thi public and the private joint ventures.

t

To satisfy the growing demand for shipping, the
government strengthened the reforms of the management of
shipping enterprises and adopted a series of measures in
order to raise the efficiency of sea transport. As a
result, the shipping industries including port and
shipbuilding achieved much in the first FYP. The total
tonnage of MOC subsidiariy's companies was increased
from 233,000 DWT in 1952 to 375,000 DWT in 1957. The
cargo volume
transported by the ships
rose from
4.170.000 in 1952 to 1,223,000 in 1957.
The cargo
volume handled
in the main sea
ports rose from
13.480.000 tons in 1952 to 37,260,000 tons in 1957 (see
Table 11. Shipping Statistics 1950-1957 and Table 12.
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Cargo Handled In The Major Sea Ports 1949-1957).

Table 11. Shipping Statistics 1950-1957
1950

1957

1952

Shanghai MA 120

66

C.T.

365 141 3620 1896 217 1014 5290

GuangzhouMA

32

3

6

42

410

165

59

Ocean Ships

46

8

918

50

140 1535

99

198

75

Total

•

DWT C.V. C.T. DWT C.V. C.T. DWT

>
o

Units

149

448

60 4184

1289 233 4170 3596 375 1223 9922

Snrcei Chini’i HaritiM Hiftory. H «id HA mns
MritiM adiinistration; DNT nani dead
Might tons, the imite used here is 1,000 tons; C.V. wans cargo voluae transported by the
unit concrned, the unit used here is 10,000 tons| C.T. Mans cargo turn over, the unite
used here is eillion tons ailes.

Table 12. Cargo Volume Handled In The Major Sea
Ports 1949 - 1957 (1,000 Tons)
Year
1949
1950
1952
1957

Total

Foreign Trade

469
629
1348
3726

110
323
246
771

Source: China's Maritime History.

5.2.3. Continuing To
Cooperations

Develop International Maritime

After China and Poland established a joint venture,
China's policy was to continue to seek international
maritime cooperation with foreign partners. On June 9,
1955, China and Czechoslovakia concluded a maritime
agreement
concerning
Czechoslovakia operating
one
Chinese owned ship. Later on another two Chinese ships
joined with the above.
* Operating' here means that
Czechoslovakia
operated Chinese vessels and received
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Czechoslovakia operated
Chinese vessels and received
the 3% commissions on the whole expenses of the Chinese
vessels each year.
On March 9,
1959, China and
Czechoslovakia signed another maritime agreement on
establishing the Chinese-Czechoslovakia International
Shipping
Stock Company
Ltd with
headquarters in
Czechoslovakia and an office in Beijing. This company
operated 8 ships of 92,509 dead weight tons, including 6
Chinese owned ships with 69,149 dead weight tons and 2
Czechoslovakian ships with 23,360 dead weight tons. The
sailing arrangement consisted of two Chinese ships from
South China to the Black Sea, two Chinese ships and two
Czechoslovakian ships from North China to the Black Sea,
and two Chinese ships from North China to Europe. This
company operated till March 1967 when the two parties
decided to terminate the contract.
Using overseas Chinese owned ships was another
important policy. Before 1958, 60% of foreign trade in
South China was transported by the Overseas Chinese
owned shipping enterprises.
The period of time of the first FYP was the time
when China's natiohal economy rapidly
resumed and
developed. The growth of a national economy and foreign
trade needed accordingly development of coastal shipping
and ocean shipping. During this period, China continued
to develop international maritime cooperation.
It was
proved by China's practices that such a policy was
reasonable and was beneficial to China and counter
parties.
In
terms
of
the
combination
of
maritime
administration
and
shipping
enterprises and
the
nationalization of the private shipping enterprises, we
must consider it from the historical and practical
points of view. This policy did promote the utilization
of existing China's merchant marine tinder the national
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economic development plains but we should not ignore the
fact that the State or Maritime Administrations directly
operating shipping enterprises, in particular,
in the
domestic markets, had more disadvantages
because one
important thing lost in shipping was the competition in
the shipping markets among shipping enterprises.
In my
opinion, the
policy of nationalizing
the private
shipping industries was too early and too fast and also
the policy of unification of plan, cargo procurement and
freights had limited the development of competition in
shipping.
5.3. The China's Maritime Shipping Policy
From 1958 to 1965
In 1957, China achieved the goals laid down by the
First FYP one year in advance.
In this year, the Eighth
CCP National Congress was held in September.
The
national development policy was formed at the Congress.
The national development policy formed at this Congress
was to concentrate
on the development
of social
productive
forces
and
realization
of
national
industrialization in order to meet the, requirement of
people's social economy and culture.
It was the best
year in 1957 in China's economic history but in 1958,
the government adopted am ambitious economic policy
which was so called ^Great Leap Forward'
in order to
accelerate the development of the national economy. The
policy could be spelled out that by ^Taking The Steel
Product As The Kev Link'
(that means giving the first
priority of national development of the national economy
to the production of steel). According to this policy,
the national output of steel should be increased from
5.35 million tons in 1957 to 10.7 million tons in 1958,
i.e■. achieving the goals laid down by the Second FYP
three years in advance. For the task of 10.7 million
tons of steel production, the transport authorities
arranged all necessary plans for transporting of all raw
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materials such as coal, ore, coke
and raw iron.
Therefore, transport plans far exceeded the capacity of
transport facilities. The national economy, including
shipping industries, seriously suffered from the ^Great
Leap Forward* in the late 1950s and in the early 1960s.
In the late 1950s, the government began to mend the
undesirable policy - Great Leap Forward and adopted a
new
policy so called
’Readjusting. Consolidating.
Replenishing And Improving Of Th.e Nationai__and
then the national economy including shipping industries
developed in a healthy way from 1962 to 1965.
5.3.1. The Problems Facing The Shipping Industries
During The Great Leap Forward
In terms of domestic sea transport, the transport
capacity of existing shipping fleets could not meet the
demand of transport due to performing national economic
policy - Great Leap Forward.
For instance,in North
China the capacity of sea transport was only 0.95
million tons, but the cargo needed to transport from May
of 1956 was increased 2.21 million tons each month. The
transport capacity was far more reaching than the
demand. The same thj.ng happened in South China.
Another thing facing shipping industries was that
the
handling
capacity
of
ports
was
seriously
insufficient.
The construction of ports was not
compatible with the development of transport and the
growth of the fleet.
The total amount of national
investment in the ports comprised 0.4% of total national
investment in the First FYP, 0.3% in the Second FYP and
0.2% in between 1963-65.
Generally speaking,
the
average berthing time for one ship increased from 3 days
in 1957 to 3.8 days in 1963 and 4.4 days in 1965.
5.3.2. The Policies And Measures Adopted In This Period
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5.3.2.1. Chartering, Purchasing Foreign Ships And
Domestic Construction Of Sea-Going Ships
To overcome the shortage of ship's tonnage in
domestic transport, the government decided to charter
the foreign flag vessels in the coastal transport.
These chartered ships included Soviet ships, eastern
European ships and other countries'.
This policy did
ease the difficulties in coastal transport.
The cargo
volume transported by these chartered ships consisted of
a considerable part of total volume of cargo transported
by sea (see Table 13 The Percentage Transported By
Chartered Ships In The North Area Of China).
Table 13. The Percentage Transported By The
Chartered Ships in North Area Of China
Year

Chartered Tonnage
(DWT)

Cargo Volume
(1,000t)

Percentage
(%)

1956

51,647

2,660

21.7

1959

164,511

5,260*

26.3

1960

190,125

5,460

22.6

SouKt: China's Haritiie Historyi
/

In addition to the chartering policy, another
policy adopted in order to meet the demand for shipping
was to buy foreign ships so as to expand the national
fleet.
At that time, the average chartering hire for
one DWT for one year was C 10.96 but the average
purchasing price for one DWT was only £11 to £12 so the
purchasing price was roughly equal to chartering price.
Then the government decided to buy ships from the budget
of chartering ships in stead of chartering.
Shanghai
Maritime Administration bought 31 vessels from the world
shipping markets with 263,900 dead weight tons and
(Tuangzhou bought 6 ships with 63,300 dead weight tons.
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Chartering and purchasing foreign vessels cost a
lot of foreign exchange. For the long term development
of shipping industries, purchasing and chartering were
realized as not long term strategy so the government
decided to develop China's own shipbuilding industries.
From 1958, China began to design and build ships with
her own forces.
In this period from 1956 to 1965, China's shipping
industries sustained a very hard difficulties due to the
so called Great Leap Forward policy. But it was because
of this policy that China's shipping industries could
develop faster then the normal speed (see Table 14
Ship's DWT And Cargo Transported By Sea). The numbers
of ships purchased and built from 1959 to 1960 comprised
76.6% of total numbers of ships purchased and built
between 1956 and 1965.
Table 14. Ship's DWT And Cargo Transported By Sea
o
o
o

Year
1957
1958
1962

Cargo Volume

(l.OOOt)

11,630
16,131
12,960

276
312
594

Sourcfit China’s Haritise History.

5.3.2.2. Establishing China's Own Ocean Fleet
Before 1960s, although China had concluded some
bilateral maritime agreement with other countries, most
of China's foreign trade was transported by chartering
ships. This cost too much foreign exchange.
In order
to save foreign exchange and develop China's ocean
fleet, China decided to establish her own ocean fleet.
On April 4, 1961, the China Ocean Shipping Company
(COSCO) was formally set up. COSCO developed very fast
in between 1961 and 1965.
The tonnage of COSCO owned
ships increased from 270,000 DWT in 1962 to 602,000 DWT
in 1965 because COSCO had purchased many second hand
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ships and new building ships.
The world second hand
ship and new building markets was just in a depression
in this period of time.
In the la£e 1950s and in the
early 1960s, the laid-up ships' tonnage increased much
and the secondhand ship's price had a considerably
reduced. The shipbuilding capacity of the world market
was at a surplus of 30-40% and the shipyards had to
receive the orders from long term shipbuilding loans.
In this period of time, COSCO began to buy secondhand
ships and new building ships with shipbuilding loans
supplied by the foreign yards.
Up to 1964, the ocean
ships' sailing routes of China had arrived in South
East Asia, Europe, Africa and West Asia. The percentage
of cargo transport by COSCO ships increased from 6.1% of
China's arrangement of shipment of China's foreign trade
in 1961 to 13.3% in 1965 (see Table 15 China's Foreign
Trade Transport Arrangement In 1961 And 1965).
Table 15. China's Foreign Trade Transport
Arrangement in 1961 And 1965
1961

1965

Foreign Cargo Volume(1,OOOt) 15420

24590

Arrangement By China<1,OOOt) 13950
850
COSCO Transport/

17540

6.1%

Percentage

Chartered Ships Transport 13100
93.6%

Percentage<%)

2330
13.3%
15210
86.7%

Source: China's Maritime History.
In this period of time from 1958 to 1965, China's
maritime shipping policy had the following features:
.The shipping policy had a strong link with the
national economic policy.
The development of shipping
industries
including
merchant
marine,
ports and
shipbuilding industries was determined by the whole
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nation's economy.
So, meeting the requirements of
national economy was the basic element of national
maritime shipping policy.
The policy of ports and
shipbuilding was to meet the demand of merchant marine;
.The shipping policy was represented in the form of
plans and governmental documents;
.China attempted to sell goods to foreign countries
in CIF (Cost, Insurance and Freight) and to buy goods in
FOB (Free On Board). Therefore, China was in a better
position to chose carriers.
It was the original element
of the ocean shipping policy for the development of
China's ocean fleet;
.China began to control the ocean freight tariffs
in China's foreign trade. Although China controlled the
arrangement of carriers for China's foreign trade, the
liner conference controlled the freight tariffs.
In
1957, the freight rate decreased greatly in the world
market but the freight rates in China's areas continued
to increased. So the government decided to form her own
ocean freight tariffs which were made according to the
world
markets.
The liners should accept China's
tariffs. There were a lot of struggles raised after the
implementing of this policy between China and foreign
liners.
At last most of liners trading with China
accepted China's tariffs.
This success was
a very
important
event in China's ocean shipping history
because the cargo freight was reduced, the foreign trade
of China increased the capacity of competition in the
world market.
On the whole, from 1958 to 1965, although China's
economy suffered from the Great Leap Forward. China's
shipping industries had developed to a great extent just
due to the ineffective policy (see Table 16 Shipping
Statistics 1957-1965 and Table 17 Cargo Volume Handled
In The Major Sea Ports 1957-1965).
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Table 16 Shipping Statistics 1957-1965
Units

DWT C.V. C.T. DWT C.V. C.T. DWT

Shanghai MA 217 1014
GuangzhouMA

59

149

COSCO

99

60

Total

1965

1962

1957

474 1223

529 517 1166

601

77

130

63

418 270

79

611

45

C.V. C.T.

471 1363

657

104

289

146

602

246 1277

992 864 1375 1275 1177 1898 2080

Source: China’s Haritiee History. HA wans writiw adeini strati on; DNT wans dead wight
tonnage, the wit used here is 1,000 tonsj C.V. wans cargo voluw transported by the
respective unite, the unit used here is 10,000 tons} C.T. wans cargo turnover, the unit
used tore is 10 aillion tons eilw.

Table 17. Cargo Volume Handled In The
Major Sea Ports 1957-1965
Year

1957
1962
1965

Total
(Million Tons)

Foreign Trade
(Million Tons)
7.71
12.26
21.71

37.26
r 52.65
71.81

Source: China’s Haritiw History.
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5.4. China's Maritime Shipping Policy
From 1966 To 1976
In the period of time from the mid 1960s to
the mid 1970s, world shipping was in the period of
time of high tech eqipment, such as computers,
which were widely used in the shipping industries
and container ships began to rise. At that time,
China's maritime shipping industries were just in
the first step of the development.
If they had
proceeded in the normal way they would have
achieved more success. Fro^i 1966, China began to
carry out the so-called Great Cultural Revolution
which lasted 10 years.
China's national economy
including shipping industries
seriously suffered
from the Great Cultural Revolution, in particular,
from the beginning of the Revolution to the late
1960s.
From 1971, the economic and political
situation began to recover gradually.
5.4.1. The Problems Facing The Shipping Industries
In The Beginning Of The Great Cultural Revolution
Due to the political movement of The Great
Cultural Revolution. China's maritime shipping
industries
had more difficulties because the
normal order and maritime businesses were broken
by the so called Revolution.
The main problems
facing shipping industries were:
(1). Serious Port Congestion
The cargo handling capacity of sea ports
originally could not meet the requirement of the
development of the national economy.
In the ten
years' turmoil, the problem of port congestion
became more serious. According to the statistics,
in June of 1967, there were 138 foreign vessels
each day in China's major sea ports, Dalian,
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Qinhuangdao, Tianjin, Qingdao, Shanghai, Huangpu
and Zhanjiang, among which there were 75 vessels
waiting for berths. Some of them spent more than
one month waiting for berths.
(2). Bad Conditions Of Sea Going Vessels
China's infrastructure of ship repairing and
building was also originally weak.
Due to the
turmoil,
normal ship repairing could not be
performed. In the fleet of the Shanghai Maritime
Administration, there
were 8
vessel without
repairing for four years, 20 vessels without
repairing for three years and 32 vessels without
repairing for two years.
Because the coastal
ships were old vessels , for instance, there were
10 vessels over 27 years old among 11 vessels in
fleet of ore
carriers in Guangzhou Maritime
Administration, the
vessels could not carry
cargoes as normal.
The quality of new building
ships built in the domestic shipyards was not
good.
Many new buildings might return shipyards
to repair
after
launching because of
bad
constuction. The shipping enterprises sustained a
considerable loss of profit.
(3). Maritime Administration Being Overthrown
In
the
turmoil,
normal
maritime
administration ^could not be performed.
Most
governmental agencies were downed with. The whole
shipping system fell into the situations of non
control.
Up to 1971, the maritime administration
began to be resumed.
5.4.2. Shipping Policy From 1966 To 1976
Although there were a lot of difficulties in
this period of time, China's maritime shipping
industries developed to great extent. Shipping
policy had the following characteristics.
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5.4.2.1. Submitting To Diplomatic Needs And
Serving Foreign Trades - The Ocean Shipping Policy
As said above, the ocean shipping policy of
China
is always directed toward the maximum
satisfication of China's foreign trade ., In 1970,
the total seaborne trade
of China was 252.1
million
tons, of
which
China's
part
for
arrangement of carriage was 166.7 million tons.
China's merchant ocean fleet could only 21.3% of
all the China's part. The other 78.7% had to be
carried by chartering other flags' ships. So in
1970, Premier Zhou Enlai pointed out that ' ia
make afforts to develop China's own__9C?an__fjJBii,.
so as to end chartering foreign__....... .in flY?
years'.
In 1972, the cargo volume of international
trade had a tremendous decrease.
Cargo freight,
chartering hire and prices
of second
hand
vessels had a considerable decrease as well. The
HOC obtained bank loans to buy ships by approval
of the State Council in 1972 and in 1973.
In
these two year^, China bought 161 vessels with
total tonnage of 23.4 million DWT.
In 1974,
during the world oil crisis after the Middel East
Conflicts, HOC bought 22 tankers with the total of
11.3 DWT in order to meet the requirement of the
oil export of China. This was the crucial step to
achieving the task without chartering foreign
ships for foreign trade in five years.
In 1975,
the State Council approved again the buying of 3
to 4 million DWT vessels.
Up to 1975, the DWT of
China's ocean
fleet exceeded 5 million tons,
increasing to 4.2 million DWT as compared with
1970.
In 1976, the cargo volume transported by
Chinese ocean ships was 70% of China's foreign
trade designated to China's arrangement of vessels
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in

foreign trade.

Submitting the need for China's
foreign
policy
was another
task
of China's
ocean
shipping.
In 1962, after the independence of
Cuba, China's ocean vessels were sent to carry the
necessary goods to Cuba.
In 1965, during the
Vietnam War, China's vessels were sent to carry a
lot of staffs to Vietnam.
After the independence
of Tanzania at the end of 1964, the President of
Tanzania visited China
to ask for
economic
assistance.
Premier
Zhou
EInlai
suggested
establishing a joint venture shipping company in
order to strengthen the economic relations between
the two countries.
On 22 June 1967, the China Tanzania Joint Venture Shipping Company was set
up.
5.4.2.2. Institution Setting
Due to the turmoil of The Great Cultural
Revolution.
in
the beginning years of the
turmoil, the maritime institutions could not work
normally.
To resume and reconstruct maritime
institutions cbnstituted an important part of
maritime shipping policy in this period.
The
important institutions setting work included the
f ollowing:
(1). In October 1972, China Ocean Shipping
Company and
China
Ocean Ship
Agency
were
reconstructed while the ocean shipping management
of China was separated from the department of
Water Transport in MOC;
(2). In October 1972,
the members of the
Board Directors of China Merchants Navigation Co.
Ltd were reappointed by the MOC;
<3). In February 1973, the Leader Group For
The Construction Of Ports In The State Council was
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established
in
order
to
strengthen
the
construction of sea ports.
(4>. In 1973, Maritime Convention Division
was set up in the Harbour Superintendency after
China became the membership of IMCO (IMO) in
1973.
<5). In December 1973, the National Command
Post Of Maritime Safety consisting of various
governmental agencies and military forces set up
in order to coordinate maritime search and rescue.
Institution setting was-very import in China
because
various maritime institutions in China
not only perform the national shipping policy but
also to great extent play an important role in
policy making.
We can not ignore this fact when
we study China's maritime shipping policy.
5.4.2.3.
Developing
Shipbuilding industries

Of

Sea

Ports

And

Regarding port
development, as mentioned
earlier, port congestion was very seriously in the
late 1960s and^ in the early 1970s.
In 1973,
Premier Zhou Enlai pointed out that "the port
problem must be solved" and "in three years the
ports problem should be__solved__preliminarily".
After then, new construction of sea berths and
optimum utilization of existing port facilities
were being done. Up to 1976, the tasks laid down
in 1973 were completed.
In terms of shipbuilding policy in this
period of time, the shipbuilding policy could be
explained by Premier Zhou Enlai.
In 1973, Premier
Zhou Enlai pointed out that "China would devote
ma.ior
efforts
to
developing___shipbuilding
industries in order to__gJld__ up with__chartering
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foreign vessels__ in__f«?rgigQ--LLS4£" •
In this
period, China's shipbuilding policy was to meet
the needs of domestic use, especially in ocean
shipping. In 1970, the divisions of shipbuilding
were reset up.
The Sixth Ministry of Machinery
was responsible for building the navy and large
sized merchant ships. The MOC was responsible for
coastal
and river vessels' building and the
provinces and autonomous regions were responsible
for inland water and fishing vessels.
The MOC's
role in shipbuilding was emphasized after a new
shipbuilding policy was laid down in 1973.
5.4.2.4.
Formulating Shipping
Rules And
Acceding
International
Maritime
ConventionsParticipating In International Maritime Affairs.
In this period of time, especially during the
first half of 1970s, another reason why China's
shipping and shipbuilding industries accelerated
was that China's foreign relations with Japan,
USA, and the EEC countries began to be improved.
In 1972, China and the USA signed the SinoAmerican Commui^ique, in which the USA acknowledged
"there is but one China and Taiwan is a__p^f.,L,..,g.il
China".
Then the two countries were to increase
cultural, social,
commercial
and
scientific
exchanges.
Diplomatic relations with Japan and
the EEC were established
in 1972 and
1975
respectively.
The improvement
of
China's
relations with westerpi countries helped to expand
China's foreign trade volume.
As a result, the
geographic distributions were greatly changed.
Therefore,
the
demand
for
ocean
shipping
increased.
After the improvement
with western countries and
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of China's relations
resuming the seat in

the United Nations, China began to participate in
international maritime affairs more actively. On
March 1st, 1973, China became a member of IMO and
signed
a
series
of international
maritime
conventions.
In 1973,
China
acceded the
International Load Line Convention 1966 and the
International Convention On The Safety Of Life At
Sea 1974.
Later on China acceded the Convention
on the International Regulations For Preventing
Ship's Collisions At Sea 1972.
These were the
first step for China to Join in the international
regime governing maritime shipping.
Although China's maritime shipping industries
were interrupted by the Great Cultural Revolution.
China's shipping industries were accelerated in
the first half of 1970s (see Table 18. The
Shipping Statistics 1965-1875 and Table 19 Cargo
Volume Handled In The Major Sea Ports).
As
discussed above, with the development of China's
foreign relations with other countries, China
began to attend the international maritime regime
more actively. This step laid down a foundation
for. Chinese m^erchant marine to participate in
world shipping markets in the following years.
•The policies of development of China's port
and shipbuilding industries, as discussed earlier,
were
always derived from the development of
China's merchant marine.
It was because of the
development of
China's merchant
marine that
China's
ports
and
shipbuilding
had
been
accelerated , which laid down the foundation for
their vagarious development the in 1980s.
After having
discussed above,
we would
conclude that China's maritime shipping policy in
between 1965 to 1976 had the following features:
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.National political situation impacted on
China's maritime shipping policy too much;
.Serving China's foreign trade was the first
and basic policy of China' ocean shipping policy
so as to control the arrangement of vessels in
foreign trade and saving foreign exchange;
.Expanding fleet to satisfy the needs of
foreign trade and domestic uses was the basic
point of shipping policy for the development of
the merchant marine and other shipping industries;
.Submitting to foreign affairs constituted on
part of national foreign policy.
Table 18. Shipping Statistics 1965-1975

*

1975

1970

1965

DWT C.V. C.T. DWT C.V. C.T. DWT C.V. C.T.
6.57 7.3 192

9.92 11

310

Shanghai

4.7 136

Guanzhou

1.0 28.9 1.46 1.9 38.1 1.35 4.3 62.6

COSCO

6.0 24.6 12.8 11

Total

12

190

20.9 20

16.6
4.4

49.9 22.6 54

242

94.9

33.9 69

614

116

281

Source: China’i Karitiee Hiitory. Shanghai here eeans Shanghai Karitiee Adninietration
and Suanzhou eeans Suangzhou Haritiee Administration; DNT eeans dead eeight
tons, the unit used here is eillion tons; C.V. eeans cargo volume transported by
the respective unites, the unit used here is eillion tons; CiTi eeans cargo
turnover, the unit used here is billion tons eilesi

Table 19. Cargo Volume Handled
Major Sea Ports 1965-1975
Year
1965
1970
1975

In The

Total<Mn Tons) Foreign Trade(MnT).
718.1
941.5
1435.8

Source: China’s Haritioe History.
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217.1
237.9
396.6

5.5. China's Maritine Shipping Policy
From 1977 To 1989
After the downfall of the Gang Of Four in
1976, China proceeded into a new period
of
development.
In particular, since 1978, China's
economy has developed rapidly.
China began to
import more highly specialized capital goods, such
as various whole sets of equipment.
For balance
of these imports, China also increased its exports
of
coal, crude oil,
agricultural and light
industrial products and other goods.
China's
economic relations
with western
countries has improved since , 1978.
After the
normalization of diplomatic relations with the USA
in 1979, the trade between China and the USA also
increased rapidly. As a result the total volume
of China's exports and imports increased at a rate
of 27.4% annually between 1977 and 1979.
In 1981,
the growth rate was 29% higher than in 1980. From
1981 to 1988, the foreign trade of China showed a
continuous growth (see Table 1. China's Imports
And Exports).
The geographic distribution of
China's foreign trade was further diversified (see
Table 2 China's Main Trading Partners and Table 3
Trade By Areas and Selected Countries). All these
developments stimulated the demand for shipping
services in China.
The development of China's maritime shipping
industries had the following characteristics:
(1). The rapid growth of China's national
merchant fleet.
From Figure 3. China's Fleet
1960-1988, we can see that after 1975, China's
national merchant fleet had a peak in growth. By
the end of 1988, China's merchant fleet had
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reached 12,919,900 gross tons (ships 100 gross
tons and over) with 1841 vessels.
(2). The
continuing use of
flags of
convenience and chartering foreign flag vessels.
China
used the flags of convenience through
Chinese owned and controlled shipping companies
based in Hongkong and other places. China also
continued to use chartered ships to satisfy the
demand for the expanding foreign trade.
(3).
The
development
of
containerized
transport.
Containerized transport was used from
Shanghai to Dalian in 1956 but it stopped using
this
later because of technical problems.
In
1976, China began to use container transport. By
the end of 1981, the container lines in the
coastal China had 9 sailing routes.
In terms of
ocean route, by the end of 1985, China had set up
94 liner services including over 20 container
lines. In 1985, COSCO transported 250 thousand
TEUs, an increase of 25 compared with 1984.
(4). The development of local shipping.
Before 1981, China's coastal shipping was mainly
controlled by the Shanghai Maritime Administration
and Guangzhou Maritime Administration, and ocean
r
shipping was dominated by COSCO Sinotrans fleet.
After 1981, the merchant marine of the coastal
provinces,
cities, and autonomous regions was
developed.
China's merchant shipping primarily
formed the competitive aspect.
(5). The development of sea ports.
In 1980,
China was at the period of time when a lot of sea
ports and sea berths were being built. From 1981
to 1985, 54 berths were built. Now there are over
60 middle sized and large sized ports, of which 26
sea ports' annually handling capacity exceeded 1
million tons.
There are 260 sea berths in the
coastal sea ports which can be available for
10,000DWT sea going ships.
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<6).
The
development
of
shipbuilding
industries.
Shipbuilding accelerated
in this
period and China began to build ships for exports
in 1978.
A lot of specialized ships and oil
platforms have been built by China's shipbuilding
industries.
China
is
ranked
fifth
among
shipbuilding nations.
(7).
Maritime
agreements
with
foreign
countries and joint ventures. China has signed 36
bilateral maritime agreements with foreign counter
parties in order to obtain a most-favoured—nation
clause, non discrimination regarding ships and
crews in between China and each other's ports,
port facilities and services, relief from certain
taxation
and
other matters
regarding
each
country's ships and crews.
5.5.1. Merchant Marine Policy From 1977 To 1969
The development policy of China's merchant
marine had experenced dramatic changes since the
Third
Plenary Session___Qii__Hig___ UiJl—
Committee held in 1978, corresponding to the state
policy of economic and political reforms as well
as the open door policy. The new policy included
encouraging
competition
in
shipping,
decentralizing
in
shipping
administration,
increasing decision-making rights in the state
owned shipping enterprises, and improving the
macro-control of
the management
of shipping
through maritime legislation.
(1). Encouraging Competition In Shipping
As a new policy was launched, the operation
of water transport facilities was no longer a
ministerial monopoly. The central government had
laid
down new
guidelines to
encourage the
operation
of transport means by State owned
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enterprises as veil as private and collective
organizations.
A
liberal
and
competitive
environment was formed in China's water-borne
transport markets.
Before 1978, China only had
COSCO
and
some other
Joint
ventures with
foreigners. By the end of 1986, there were over
130 shipping enterprises providing ocean shipping
services.
In terms of cargo procurement, cargo
arrangement was done in the governmental planning
meeting in the past.
After the new policy's
adoption, cargo procurement
changed into the
market competition and the shippers can chose the
carriers.
(2) Separating Maritime Administrations From
Shipping Enterprises
The inflexible management system previously
imposed
on
shipping
enterprises
had
been
rectified,
allowing
many
to
become
more
financially independent.
The State also allowed
sea carriers more autonomy, narrowed the scope of
its directives and let businesses be independent
from
politics, and ownership
separated from
operations.
<3).
The^.
Improvement
Of
Macro-Control
Management
Of
Shipping
Through
Maritime
Legislation
The government strengthened its legislation
work in order to improve the macro-control of
management and to promote a sound development of
shipping industries.
The NPC Standing Committee
and the State Council had passed and promulgated
22 laws and regulation and MOC had promulgated 163
sets of shipping rules and regulations.
(4).
EIncouraging Establishment
Ventures With Foreign Countries
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Of

Joint

By the end of 1984, joint venture shipping
companies in China and local authorities owned
shipping companies had exceeded over 30.
For
improvement of maritime administration to ocean
shipping, on November 11, 1085, MOC, according to
the provisions of the State Council, promulgated
Provisional Regulations Concerning Administrations
To International Shipping Companies Of China.
5.5.2. Hie
1989

Port Development

Policy From

1977 To

To facilitate more rapid port development, the
management system in relation to all ports along
the coastal line of China
directly under the
auspices of the MOC has been reformed since 1984
in order to introduce a system of "dual control
with the local authorities taking the lead ".
In
the construction of ports, the past method with
the government as the main investor had been
changed
and the channels of multi-source funding
have
been introduced.
To
accelerate port
development, the Chinese government promulgated
the
"Provisional__ Rgqy,;„%.U.ang___On___
Treatment___On
The__ ^.9ini,.
___ lH___
Construction With Chinese And Foreign Investment".
Four
loans agreements with the World
Bank and
further
three were
in the construction of
pipelines.
Under these projects, seven container
terminals and two coal berths have been completed
in Shanghai, Tianjin and Guangzhou. Among others,
the following were the main points of port
development policy in this period:
<1).
Harmonization of portadministration
and
management.
In
addition to decentralization of port
management,for harmonization of port activities.
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some non-permanent agencies of the State Council Port Offices located in the main ports, were
established.
The Port Offices were responsible
for harmonization of port activities, such as
customs, frontier guards, harbour super intendency,
railway transport, cargo inspection, etc.
(2). Reforming The Management System
Of
Ports.
As mentioned above, the management of sea
ports was decentralized to the local authorities.
This reform had stimulated the initial enthusiasm
for the combination of port construction and city
planning.
Regarding financial management and
using ports, a new policy adopted was called as
"using profits in expenses and using ports feeding
the ports".
(3).
Simultaneous Development
Of Small,
Medium And Large Ports.
The priority had been the construction of 5
large sized sea ports.
At ‘ the same time, the
construction of small and medium sized ports also
accelerated in-order to diversify cargo flows.
<4). Self-Reliance In Construction Of Sea
Ports.
Self-reliance is
always China's national
economic policy.
The government
encouraged
foreign investment in the port constructions and
at the time, a self-reliant port policy was also
emphasized.
5.5.3. Shipbuilding Policy From 1977 To 1989
The shipbuilding policy of China has been
changed since 1979 when China adopted the open
door policy.
The important part of China's
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national shipbuilding policy is to advocate ships'
exports.
At
the
same
time,
importing
shipbuilding techniques was the basic measure.
The development of China's shipbuilding could be
summarized as
the procedure:"export
shins
importing______________ =__impr9veffi?nt.--- =—S2SE£Li
ships".
The
success
achieved by
China's
shipbuilding industries witnessed that this policy
was reasonable.
Among others, the following are
important points in China's shipbuilding policy in
this period:
.Breaking the administrative divisions and
institutions of areas.
For coordinating national
shipbuilding
industries
and
increasing
the
competitive capability of China's shipbuilding
industries,
the
China
State
Shipbuilding
Cooperation <CSSC> was formally set up on May 4th
1982.
The CSSC is composed
of 138 units
originally under the Sixth Ministry of Machinery
and
15 units
originally
under MOC.
The
establishment of CSSC makes China's shipbuilding
industries more competitive and more cooperative.
.Importing high techniques and using them in
national products.
Importing
techniques and
decreasing importing equipment were
important
policy of China's shipbuilding industries.
The
increasing of percentage of national products in
shipbuilding was another important part of China's
shipbuilding policy.
Under these
policies,
China's shipbuilding industries were increasingly
more and more competitive.
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Something have been discussed in the early
chapters.
China's foreign maritime
shipping
policy is always a part of China's foreign policy.
Generally
speaking, China's
foreign maritime
shipping
policy
is represented
by
China's
participation in international maritime activities
and attitudes towards foreign shipping in China.
In this chapter, I would like to focus three
aspects of China's
activities concerning her
foreign shipping policy.i.e.. bilateral maritime
agreements with other countries, activities in the
international organizations concerning maritime
matters,
and
the policy
concerning foreign
shipping in China.
6.1. Bilateral Maritime Agreements
China has^* concluded 36 bilateral maritime
agreements
with
other
countries.
The
considerations
for
entering
into
different
maritime agreements varied because there exist
different maritime interests between China
and
other countries. Generally speaking, the maritime
agreements can be divided into three groups as
f ol lowing:
(1).Maritime agreements concerning maritime
facilitation with most favored nation's treatment
for each other's ship, crews, cargoes, taxation
and availability of port facilities;
<2).Maritime
agreements
concerning
the
establishment of joint venture shipping companies
and cooperation on shipbuilding;
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(3).Maritime
agreements
transhipment of Chinese cargoes and

concerning
using free

ports.
In addition to the above, there are other
maritime agreements included in the bilateral
trade
agreements
between
China
and
other
countries.
6.1.1. Maritime Facilitation Agreements
Most of the bilateral maritime agreements
concluded between China and other countries belong
to this kind of agreement. This kind of bilateral
maritime
agreements
deals
with
shipping
facilitation and cooperation between China and
other nations. Although each of these agreements
had
different
political
and
economic
considerations,
generally speaking,
the main
provisions in these agreements deal with the
following matters:
.most favored nation treatment for ships'
calling at each other's ports ;
.recognizing each other's ships' certificates
!
and other documents;
.recognizing each other's seaman's identity
document and competent certificate;
.non-discrimination
against each
other's
ships and crews in each other's ports;
.mutual exemption of certain shipping and
other taxes;
.exclusion of cabotage;
.conditions under which maritime authorities
concerned may exercise jurisdiction or intervene
in the internal affairs of each other's ships in
the ports;
.simplifying the procedures for each other's
ships to enter into ports of counter party;
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.cooperation of rescue operations in the
event of accident to ships and crevs while in each
other's ports or in the territorial waters of each
other.
China has signed such a kind of maritime
agreement with Algeria, Argentina, Bangladesh,
Belgium/Luxembourg, Brazil, Chile, Congo, Cuba,
Denmark, Finland, France, FR
Germany, Ghana,
Greece,
Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Malaysia, the
Netherlands, Norway, Pakistan, Soviet Union, SriLank, Sweden, Thailand, United States, Yugoslavia
and Zaire.
6.1.2. Maritime Agreements On Tlie Establishment Of
Joint Venture Shipping Companies And Shipbuilding
Cooperation
China concluded maritime agreements on the
establishment of joint venture shipping companies
with Albania, Czechoslovakia, Pakistan, Poland,
Sri Lank and Tanzania. The first joint venture
shipping company agreement was signed by China and
Poland on June 15,
1951, which was very important
in the development of China's ocean fleet. After
the open door policy was adopted in China in 1979,
China has also concluded certain non governmental
maritime agreements with foreign enterprises which
aimed at the establishment of shipping companies
or other types of shipping enterprises.
In order to develop China's shipbuilding
techniques
and
cooperation
with
other
shipbuilders, China's shipbuilders have signed
some shipbuilding cooperation agreements
with
foreign
partners.
These cooperations
have
promoted China's shipbuilding techniques to a new
level for exports of China built ships.
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6.1.3. Maritime Agreements Concerning Transhipment
Of Chinese Cargoes And Using Free Ports
China has signed a maritime agreement vith
Malta
concerning using
its free
ports and
transhipment of Chinese cargoes moving into other
countries. The same agreements were concluded in
maritime agreements with Pakistan and Sri Lanka.
6.2.
China's
Activities in
International
Organizations Concerning Maritime Shipping Affairs

After China was restored the China's seat in
the United Nations, especially in the late 1970s,
China's interests and activities in international
organizations expanded. China has become a member
of
11 international
organizations concerning
maritime shipping matters.
As
a developing
country, China has
been taking strongly her
position in
the
international
organizations
supporting developing countries' interests.
6.2.1. International Maritime Organization (IMO>
China became a party to the Convention of the
Inter-Governmental
Maritime
Consultative
Organization (IMCO, now IMO) on March 1st, 1973.
Since then, China has begun to take part in IMO
activities more actively. China, as a developing
country and a leading maritime nation, is always
standing in the position of strongly supporting
the Third World countries' interests. Since 1973,
China has become a party to the following IMO
conventions and protocols:
.International Convention On The Safety Of
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Life At Sea 1960 (5.10.1973);
•International Convention For The Safety Of
Life At Sea 1974, as amended (7.07.1980);
.Protocol
Of
1978
Relating
To
The
International Convention For The Safety Of Life At
Sea 1974, as amende (2.06.1982);
.International Regulations
for Preventing
Collisions At Sea 1960 (2.06.1975);
.Convention On The International Regulations
For Preventing Collisions At Sea 1972, as amended
(1.01.1980);
.International Convention For The Prevention
Of Pollution By Ships 1973, as modified by the
Protocol of 1978 relating
thereto (1.07.1983
excepting Annex III and Annex
V, 21.11.1988
accepting Annex V);
.International

Convention

On

load

Line

(5.10.1973)
-1971 Amendments (1.08.1980)
-1975 Amendments (1.08.1980)
-1979 Amendments (1.08.1980)
-1983 Amendments (9.09.1986);
.International Convention On Tonnage Measure
Of Ships 1969 (8.04.1980);
.International Convention On Civil Liability
For Oil Pollution Damage, 1969 (23.09.1980);
Convention For
Safety Of
.International
Containers 1972 (23.09.1980);
.Convention On The International
Maritime
Satellite Organization (INMASAT) (13.07.1979);
.Operating Agreement On The International
maritime Satellite (13.07.1979);
.International Convention On Standards Of
Training,
Certification And
Watchkeeping For
Seafarers 1978 (8.06.1981);
.International Convention on Maritime Search
And Rescue 1979 (24.06.1985).
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6.2.2. United Nations
Development <UNCTAD)

Conference

On

Trade

And

China became a party to UNCTAD in 1972. In
UNCTAD, China, dust like in other international
organizations,
is always using his affords to
support the
developing
countries'
ideas
to
establish a new world maritime order.
China
acceded the Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences
on September 23,
1980 which came into force on
October 6,
1983
although
China's
shipping
companies do not belong to any liner conference.
In terms of
International Convention On
Carriage Of Goods Bv Sea. 1978 (Hamburg Rules),
China has not ratified this Convention but some of
the
principles of the
Convention have been
considered while drafting the Maritime Code of
China.
6.2.3. International Labour Organization <IL0>
China was recognized as the representative
government of that nation by the ILO governing
body on November 16, 1971. China had acceded the
following conventions, concerning maritime labour:
.Minimum Age (Sea)Convention 1920;
.Medical
Examination
Of
Young
Persons
Convention 1921;
.Repatriation Of Seamen Convention 1926;
.Seamen Convention 1926;
.Seamen's Articles 1926;
.Protection
Against
Accidents
(Docker)
Convention (Revised) 1932;
.Final Articles Revision Convention 1946.
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6.2.4. United Nations Conference On The Law Of The
Sea
China has given the continuous strong support
for other developing nations' maritime interests
in UNCLOS since China was restored her seat in the
United Nations.
China has ratified the 1902
United Nations Convention On The Law Of The Sea.
It was estimated that the total areas of China's
inland waters, territorial waters, exclusive zones
and the continental shelf are amounted to 3
million square kilometers ( one third of the land
area of China) according to the Convention. China
made
12
miles
territorial
waters
in the
Declaration On The Territorial Seas in September
1958 which remains effect. The foreign merchant
ships can enjoy the innocent passage in China's
territorial waters.
6.3. Maritime Laws And Regulations Governing
Maritime Shipping Activities Of Foreigners
In China's Jurisdiction
China has promulgated some maritime laws and
regulations governing foreign shipping in China's
jurisdiction.
These
maritime
laws and
regulations includes Maritime Traffic Safety Law
Q£______ People's Republic of China 1963. the
Foreign Vessels By The__People's Republic Of China
1979. The__Regulations Concerning Supervision__And
Control Of The Traffic Safetv In Inland Waters Of
The People's Republic Of China 1986. The Marine
Environmental__Protection__Law__ .Of__The__People's
Republic Of China 1962 . The Law For The Preven^tion
Of Water Pollution And Counter Measures in The
P_eople's Republic Of China 1984., The Regulations
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Concerning The PreverTition_ L)i roixu tion
oedL
Areas Bv Vessels Of The People's, Republic__
China. »r>4. Regulations Governing The Registration
Of Sea Going Shies 1968.
6.3.1.Navigation Laws And Rules

I

\

The principle of navigation of foreign ships
in China's territorial waters is that all ships
must comply with China's law and rules. According
to article 10 of Maritime Traffic Safety Law 1963
(MTSI. 1983) and Article 2 of the Regulations
Concerning Supervision And—--Q£---F^rfian
Shins
1979 (RSCFS 1979). the relevant laws,
administrative status and regulations promulgated
by the People's Public of China must be complied
with by all the vessels, including foreign vessels
while
navigating, berthing, or
carrying out
operations in port
areas,
inland waters and
territorial seas of the PRC as well as the waters
officially
defined
as
coming
under
the
jurisdiction there of.
In terms of the waters
nfficiallv
defined
as
coming
under--- the
■■jurisdiction^ of PRC. this means the areas may
include the^ continuous zones defined as ship's
quarantine, etc.
According to MTSL 1983, no military vessels
of foreign nationality enter into the territorial
seas of PRC without
being authorized by the
Competent Authorities.
No-foreign
military
vessels of foreign vessels can enter into China's
inland waters or ports without the permission of
the competent authorities
except in case of
emergency.
6.3.2. Marine Pollution
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According to the
rules governing marine
pollution from ships, all ships shall be equipped
with appropriate anti-pollution equipment and no
vessels are allowed to discharge oil. oily waters,
waste materials or other toxic substances into
harbors, water near estuaries, special protection
zones in the sea or nature reserves in the sea.
The rules provide
that in case of pollution
occurring from, the discharge of oil, oily water,
or
other toxic substances,
vessels should
immediately
report
to the
nearest
Harbour
Superintendency Administration for investigation
and settlement. In the event that any vessel is
involved in a marine accident, which has caused or
is likely to cause a serious pollution damage, the
Harbour Superintendency
Administration has the
authority to take measures to avoid or minimized
such pollution damage. The expense arising there
from shall be borne by the Shipowner.
The rules
give
the right of making out administrative
pollution fines to the HArbour Superintendency
Administration.
6.3.3. Port State Control
According to MTSL 1983 and RSCFS 1979, the
Harbour
Superintendency
Administration
may
exercise supervision and control over foreign
ships in China's territorial waters. Since the
early
1960s,
the
Harbour
Superintendency
Administration has inspected
not only ships'
documents but also the the technical conditions
of foreign vessels.
According to MTCL 1963, if
the conditions of
the foreign vessels
are
inconsistent with what are stated in the vessels'
documents, the competent authorities may cause the
vessels to. undergo a re-survey or instruct their
owners or operators to take effective safety
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measures.
Where the presence of a vessel is
considered to be
a threat to the safety of the
port, the competent authorities may deny the
vessel's entry into or order its departure from
the port.
The
competent authorities may prohibit a
vessel or an installation from
leaving the port
or cause the suspension of the voyage, the change
of the sailing route or the stoppage of the
operations
in
case
of such
vessel
or
installation being:
.in violation of
the relevant laws and
administrative regulations promulgated by China;or
.unseaworthy or untowworthy; or
.involved in a maritime traffic accident
while
not
being
through
with
ecessary
procedures;or
.in default of payment of any amount due to
the competent authorities
or the departments
concerned or being unable to produce security
required; or
.involved in any other event demanded by the
competent authorities to be determined or likely
to be so to the safety of maritime traffic.
6.3.4. Shipping Business Of
In China

Foreign

Enterprises

China allows foreign shipping enterprises to
do shipping businesses in China.
According to
Provisional Regulations Concerning__Adwini
Of Ocean Shipping Companies promulgated by MOC on
April 11 1965, apart from the transport of inland
waterways
and
coastal
areas,
the
foreign
adventurers
or joint
ventures with
Chinese
enterprises registered in China can operate their
business subject to the approval of MOC.
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For
accelerating the development of sea
ports, the government has formed
^Provisional
Regulations
On
Favoured
-- Is—JsjJlL
Ventures In Port Construction glib—Antji.
Foreign Investment .
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Chapter VII Political And Economic Impacts On
World shipping And The Strategy For
China's Maritime Shipping
7.1. Political And Economic Impact On World
Shipping And China
7.1.1.

European

Economic

Comunities

Shipping

Policy And The EEC 1992
The EEC initiatives in international shipping
have been a phenomenon of the last decade only and
they represent attempts at solving individual
problems
instead
of an
overall arrangement
(Bredines A E and Tzonos J, in Search of a Common
Shipping Policy for the
EEC. Journal of Common
market Studies.
Vol 20.
1981).
The legal
instruments issued by the EEC deal with the
coordination of maritime policy of Member States
in the international fora. measures to improve
maritime safety and prevention of pollution, the
monitorina of the activities of the liner shipping
companies of the Eastern Bloc countries in certain
trades. and the ratification of the UN Code of
Conduct.
The Brussels Package (Regulation 954/1979)
This regulation aims at making the accession
to the UN Code of Conduct by a member state
compatible with the general provisions of the
Treaty
of
Rome.
such
as
the
right
of
establishment.
the
competition
rules.
non
discrimination and the common commercial policy.
Basically.
it obliges member states to ratify the
Code subject to the following reservations:
.The Code will entirely apply to liner trade
between developing countries and developed
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countries;
.the 40-40-20 formula envisaged by the Code
will not apply to the trade between the EEC
countries, and on a reciprocal basis between the
EEC and other OECD countries; and
•the share allocated under the Code to EEC
liners will be redistributed among them on the
basis of commercial criteria.
Among others,
closed conferences.

this regulation

also

accept

EEC Directives On Aids To Shipbuilding
Among others, on January 26,
1987,
the
Council of the EEC issued a Sixth Directive,
effective from January 1, 1987, to December 31,
1990, on aids to shipbuilding.
The directives
contain a maximum subsidy' level of 28%,
subject
to annual revision, of the contract price of a new
building in an EEC member country.
The new
subsidy ceilings were adopted
according to the
cost-price differential between EEC member country
shipbuilders and yards outside the EEC, primarily
those located in the Far East. The summary of the
Sixth Directive is as the follows:
(1). Aid to shipowners.
All forms of aids,
including credit facilities, guarantees and tax
concessions to shipowner or the third parties,
shall be subject to notification and monitoring
by the EEC Commission;
<2). Contract-related Production Aid.
The
total amount of aid, including aid to production
suid other forms cited in the Article 2, may not
exceed the common maximun ceiling;
(3). Other Operating Aids.
Aid for the
continued operation of shipyards, including loss
compensation and rescue aid, shall also be counted
/*
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against the
ceiling, where this aid is not
supporting shipyard reconstruction measures;
<4). Investment Aid.
Investment aid may not
be used to increase shipyard or ship repair
capacity;
(5). Aids For Closures. Aid for closure of
shipyard is permissible if the resulting capacity
reduction is irreversible;
(6). Aid For
Research And
Development.
Basically aids for this research is related to
' industrial_____ ............... .AOli----- 9 ff
F^ aI
exploitation of the result.
EEC 1992
The twelve-member European Community (EC),
the U.K., the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Ireland,
Italy, Spain, Germany, Greece, Belgium, France,
Portugal and Denmark, has formally agreed to
forming
a single European market through non
tariff barriers in both goods and services by
December 31st, 1982, when there will no longer
exist physical barriers, technical barriers and
fiscal barriers among EC member countries.
EC
expects to pass about 300 different acts by the
end of 1992 in .order to eliminate three main
barriers to trade among EC member countries;
-physical barriers: dismantle border controls
and abolish internal customs duties, resulting in
major cost and time savings;
-technical barriers: unify various countryspecific regulations on product standards and
health and safety regulations, allowing companies
to standardize production and packing;
-fiscal barriers: harmonize indirect tax rate
such as different value-added and exercise tax
rates in order to eliminate inter-EC
customs
posts.
By the end of 1992, existing national
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restrictions that reserve the carriage of goods to
vessels flying the national flag will be phased
out, along with existing bilateral cargo-sharing
agreements with the third world.
According to some experts, 1992 will have a
significant
impact on Europe-Asia trade both
eastbound
and westbound.
Westbound, Europe's
expanding markets are drawing increasing amounts
of
cargo
from
Japan,
Korea,
Taiwan
and
Hongkong/China.
Eastbound, the key issue is
reciprocity.
Europe is expected to be more
demanding of reciprocity rights with Japan and
other Asia nations.
Impacts On China's Foreign Trade And Shipping
Existing Foreign Trade Between China and EEC
From Table 3 of this paper, China's foreign
trade with EEC continued to grow from the trade
value of 23.9 million S in 1976 to that of 78.7
million $. From Table 2, we can also see that top
ten foreign^trade partners were always composed of
West Germany, UK, Italy and France.
In 1966 the
export of total
China's merchandize to EEC was
12.4% of total China's merchandize's exports (see
Table 20. Direction Of Export From China and Table
21 Share Of China's Export Growth Of Manufactures
By Destinations).
Table 20. Direction Of EIxport From China (1986)
Japan

US

EEC

All Merchan
dize Export

16.2% 17%

12%

5.2%

47.5%

Munuf actured
Export

9.6% 21%

12%

5.4%

51.0%
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Other
Other
Developed Developing
Countries Countries

Source: UN Trade Date Systee Trade. Trade and Industrial Policy In The Developing
Countries, Norld Bank.
Table 21. Share Of China's Export Growth
Of Manufactures By Destinations
Year

1970-1980
1980-1986

Japan

US

EEC

12.6% 10.4% 17.6%
6.9% 31.2% 9.3%

Other
Other
Developed Developing
Countries Countries
7.4%
4.1%

51.3%
46.5%

Source: UN Trade Date Systea.
E«iJtin.q Shipping Relations Between China And
EEC_And EEC Countries
In 1985, China and the EEC concluded the
economic cooperation agreements which constitute a
general framework with in which specific economic
sectors, such as shipping, are to be concluded.
The cooperation has been successful.
Also China has concluded bilateral maritime
agreements
with
Belgium/Luxemberg,
Denmark,
France, FR
Germany, Greece,
Italy and
the
Netherlands.
China has good relations with these
countries in the aspects of foreign trade and
shipping.
9L EEC

__Qn_China's Trade And

Shipping
It's hard to say that there will be a
significant influence on China's foreign trade
with the EEC after 1992 because China's exports to
EEC do not constitute any threat to the EEC's
internal trade and foreign trade and also China's
export does not constitute a considerable part of
EEC's imports. The existing trade relations with
EEC and EEC members are established on the basis
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of cooperation and mutual need but one thing
should not be ignored that world political changes
may have an impact on existing relations between
China and ESIC member countries.
Regarding shipping industries, the existing
relations between China and individual EEC member
countries would show
some changes because
bilateral maritime agreements between China and
some of the EEC member countries will terminate in
1992 according to EEC regulations.
A more
integrated economic cooperation agreement between
China and the EEC should be considered with future
of the EEC in 1992.
7.1.2. EU».stern European Countries
Changes of political and economic systems in
Eastern European countries
will have a deep
impacts on existing foreign trade and shipping
relations between
China and
these countries
because the existing trade and shipping relations
were derived from both
planning systems.
But
now, Eastern European countries are gradually
changing into
the market economy.
The future
trend
of China's
foreign trade
with these
countries remains unpredictable.
It must be born
in mind that the world trade derives from the
demand and supply between nations although world
trade
is much
influenced by
the political
situations. It's believed that China and Eastern
European countries' trade will proceed on the
basis of a common understanding.
China and Eastern European countries had a
friendly relations in respect to shipping. China
has concluded maritime agreements with Bulgaria,
Romania, and Yugoslavia and also China has signed
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maritime agreements to establish joint venture
shipping companies with Czechoslovakia and Poland.
The cooperation between China and these countries
was successful. The new economic systems adopted
by the Eastern European countries bring the new
problems to the joint venture shipping companies
of China and the partners.
In particular, the
joint ventures must solve the cargo procurement
problem because in the past it v/as done by both
government
arrangements
according
to ’ the
agreement.

7.2. Outlook For The Seaborne Trade And Shipping
According to forecasting, the overall world
economic growth is expected to show in the short
term but on average about 3.5 percent annually
during the 1990s.
In terms of liner trade, led by
the growth of electronics and component goods,
containerized liner traffic is expected to show
growth of over 5 percent annually for the next ten
years but the growth of the container fleet is
expected t<^ be about 10 percent annually.
So,
the surplus of container fleet will increase and
the competition will be more intense. Regarding
liquid bulk
markets,
after many
years
of
depression, the worlds'
liquid bulk
shipping
markets showed signs of recovering in 1988 and
were moving towards to a period of profitability
and success.
The recent Middle East Conflicts,
however,
still remains unpredictable which have
much influenced the world economy and shipping.
In terms of dry bulk shipping markets, the five
main dry bulk commodities - iron ore, grain,
phosphate rock and bauxite/alumina, will have an
average annual growth of about 3.2 percent in the
next 10 years according to forecastings.
At the
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same time the capacity of the dry bulk fleet will
decrease at an average annual rate of about 3
percent.
In the mid 1990s, it is expected to be
good prospects for dry bulk markets.

7,3. The Strategy For China's Maritime
Shipping Industries
Having discussed China's maritime shipping
infrastructure
and China's
maritime shipping
policies at different stages, we can see that:
In Terms Of Maritime Shipping Infrastructure:
China has established integrated maritime
industries.
including
merchant
marine,
shipbuilding. and ports and shipping services'
industries during the
forty years since the
People's Republic of China was founded in 1949.
But we must clearly understand
that China's
maritime
infrastructure has
been
still not
satisfying the demand for domestic and foreign
shipping 6f China. There are still obstacles in
front of the development of China's maritime
shipping infrastructure.
Among
others,
the
following are important:
.lacking
in investment funds
for major
facilities
and
equipment
of
shipping
infrastructures;
.insufficiency in institution work;
.lacking in investment security for foreign
investors;
.much financial and political control to the
shipping enterprises by the government.

Maritime

Shipping Policy
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China
also has
an
integrated maritime
shipping policy,
including the policy regarding
institution setting, maritime agreements and short
term and long term plans for developing maritime
shipping industries of the nation but we can also
find many things needing to be improved
in
respects to policy making process, the policy it
self, etc. After
earlier discussion the early
parts, the following points have been observed:
.lacking in the long term policy in the past;
.lacking a
studying of all aspects of
considerations for the policy' implications when
the policy was adopted in the past;
.shortage of legislative maritime policy.
Strategy For China's Shipping Industries
Facing the challenging shipping world and the
implications from complicated world political and
economic changes, China should make
her own
rational strategy
for her maritime
shipping
industries.
In my opinion, the following should
be considered:
(1). Strengthening Maritime Legislation
Although there is some maritime legislation
in China, there are shortages of a integrated
legal
regimes
regulating maritime
shipping.
Another thing is that implementing of maritime
laws and regulations must be strengthened because
it's no use if there are laws which are not in
force;
(2) . Strengthening The Macro-Control
But
Decreasing Government Intervention In Shipping
In the past, there has been much intervention
from the government. Shipping enterprises could
not be independent in their policy making and
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operations which limited them to developing in a
profit - orientated way;
(3). Cooperation In Shipping
For developing
shipping industries, more
cooperative relations among shipping institutions
should be encouraged.
The limitations existing
in between different administrative areas and
businesses should be broken;
(4). Competition In Shipping
The policy - Competition In Shipping should
be emphazied and implemented.
The attitudes
towards the state owned enterprises, individual
owned enterprises and collective business bodies
should be the same under the national policy for
transport;
(5>. Separating Ownership From Operation
Due to historical and political reasons, most
shipping enterprises belong to the government or
so called public ownership. The policy regarding
separating the ownership from a operation has been
adopted.
But I think it should be reinforced in
order to give more rights to these enterprises in
decision making and operating.
The goals of this
policy are that the government
, representing the
public,collects tax and profits or sells them to
the private individual with
the approval of the
relevant bodies in the future;
<6).
Strengthening
The Study
Of World
Shipping
Shipping is the world wide service.
It
objectively needs to know the outside world. When
policy making, research in
world trade shipping
needs to be strengthened;
(7). Continuing Cooperation With
Foreign
Countries
In the recent history of China's maritime
shipping, it's proved that it's very important to
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cooperate between nations in the development of
shipping industries;
(8>. Institutional Setting
Facing the challenging shipping world, more
advanced and sophisticated technologies have been
used in shipping. The institutions should keep
pace with development of objective requirements.
There should be a strategy for establishing a
rational institutional framework.

t'
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1. COSCO SERVICE
2. MARITIME TRAFFIC SAFETY LAW OF THE PEOPLE'S
REPUBLIC OF CHINA
3. RBSULATIONS GOVERNING SUPERVISION AND CONTROL
OF FOREIGN VESSELS BY THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF
CHINA
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Headquarters infrastructure
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Domestic Organizations
COSCO Zhanjiang Ship Store Supply Co.
IIHil : l»!li/iill>lilir»UiALCAi(5ilU*fe)5f.

Gtwqzhou Ocean Shipping Cocnpany

KU :IXM«il<«iI!l4l2%

-(1-:«l.a
Address: Ronmin Road. Harbour Area No. 1
Section. Xiashaa Zhanjiang. (juangdong. ;
China.
I
mu Phone: 24255-679
mm Cable: 8111

Addiess. 412 Huanshi Road E. Goangzfxjo.
China.
WM Phono: 765567
mia CaWo: COSCO GUANGZHOU
Telex: 443B0 COSCA CN
ns Fax: (020)765636

COSCO Nanjing Ship Spareparts Factory
Shanghai Ocean Shipping Company

Mitt : »l.'SBTT»273a:
i
Address: 273 Baixia Rond. Nanjing. China.
mSi Phone: 647963/6470221
‘

WM : i:»i«A-t%W378«
Address: 378 Da Ming Road E. Shanghai.
China
ma Phone: 416200
Ut«l Cable: COSCO SHANGHAI
U(f» Tolox: 33057 COSCO CN
mn Fax: (021)416200 456

•hamaieMt

COSCO Nantong Shipyards
Ifttt ilMiMlti»ili(f.ittiSie
I
Address: Heng Gang Nan Shoo. NanTong.
Jiangsu. China.
mu Phone: 516186/517539
mm Cable: 4693
i

3E»iAia^iSNi£^
Tianpn Ocean Shipping Ckimpany
Mitt: 3Ei*l|»:£il»>l»33»:
Address: 33 Zhejiang Road. Tanggu. Tianjin.
Phone: 4371
«ia Cable: COSCO TIANJIN
«(« Telex; 23221 TOSCO CN
«m Fax: (022)982140

COSCO Representative office in Shekou
MIU : m«iK«llt£Diti*'l'JeC3
Address: C3 Nanhaixiaozhu. Shekou.
,
Shengzheng.'Guangdong. China.
|
mu Phone; 695005/695007
|

Qingdao Ocean Shipping Company

COSCO Representative office in

j ;

Mitt: It A>Ki&778

Lianyonggang.

j

China

Address: Zhan Liu (ian Road. Qingdao. China.
Phone: 364411
mtl Cable: COSCO QINGDAO
Telex; 32237 COSOD CN
«m Fax; (0532)364723

DaHai Ocean Shipping Ckxnpany
tttt : *i*'t'aj»77»i299K
Address; 29 Oiqi Slieel. Zhongshan Disiricl.
Oalian. China.
«JIA Phone: 236161
HUM Cable; COSCO DALIAN
Mtffl Telex: 86162 DOSCO CN
mn Fax; (0411)236161-428

COSCO Hebei Branch

MIN : «.e.aitt«*»iaii51»

Address: 5 Guangcheng Ave.. Oinhuangdao.
China.
mw Phone; 33881/33821

COSCO Jiangxi Branch

College
Mitt :
Address: Fu Shan Soo. OIngdao. China,
mu Phono: 63121/61683

Mitt : itiaJ):37S29Vfi

mm

Addiess: 29 Van Jiang Road. Nanchang.
China.
mJW Phono; 22288/6877
mill Cable: COSCO NANCHANG

Address: 185 Hunan Road Nanjing. China.
Phone: 634954/634919
mill Cable; COSCQ NANJING
mn T^ex: 34125 COSNJ CN

COSCO Hunan Branch

ifeU :U«HOIi«jL;il140%

COSCO Anhui Branch

Mitt:

Address: Dayao Wan. ShengS SI.. Helei.
China.
mu Phone; 54452
mW Cable: COSCO HEFEI
mm Telex: 90014 COSAB CN

Telex: 96033 COSJX CN

ttltt : ftvtihiBil^itilloaR
China.
mu Phone: 44823/44317

mm

Cable: 7034"

It

^

COSCO Oinhuangdao Ship Store Supply
Co.

Mitt : «4k««eifcililliitt**llni«*lti

Address; Xingang Road Hanghai slreet.
Oinhuangdao. HrtJei. China.

mW.
mm

Phone: 31393
Cable: 6678

|
I

Cable: 4693

Dalian Navigatlion School
Mitt: A-aa*«
Address: Ling Shui Qiao. Dalian. Chma.
mu Phone; 91719/91741

mm

Addiess: 1 lO Yan Jiang Sheet. Chang Sha.

Address; 140 Huancheng Road N. Hangzhou.
China.
MUi Phone: 58028
mill Cable; COSCO HANGZHOU
mm Telex; 35030 COSCO CN

Phone: 23285
cable: COSCO

Qingdao Ocean Shipping Mariner

Cable: COSCO OIN HUANGDAO
Tolox: 271046 COHBO CN
ma Fax; (0335)33333

mi«

COSCO Zhejiang Branch

ms
mm

mill
mm

COSCO Jiangsu Branch
tett:itii;iiUiTi78i85% .

|

tlltt :

Address: Xugou. Lianyonggang Jiangsu.
China.

:

Cable: 2699

Nanjing Mariner School
Mitt : ffiSteT*8273W
Addiess: 273 Baixia Road. Nanjing. China.
mu Phone: 41963/42076

Guangzhou Mariner School
j
tfett : IXMmiftTt
Address: Xin Gang Road, Guangzhou. Ctxna.

mu
mm

Phone; 50524
Cable: 0647

'

f

Tianjin Mariner School
Mitt : 3L)«U!I>£B3II/)!3
Address:.Guo Fang Road. Tanggu. Tianiin.
China.

mu

Phone: 2713

Joint Ventures

Overseas Offices and Representative Office

t
I

tt»«IRIIKK«
COSCO n*pttsan«llvt OITie* m
Hong Kong
CMi* MwelWiW »UIW*ig. 1M-15*. C«k
mugnt Rd. a Hong Kong.
OnSV SJ501»5. SH500*l.$^S0tS»

COSCO Repre»tni«livt Offtc# In ToeyO-

Jio>n
2-10-6 MoloOJOSu. MHoloAlu. Tokyo. 106
COM: TKYCOSCO TOKYO
pr^'*(03) *73-26*61 / (03) *73-26*7

Tolo>.i<302COSCAHX

I

Hvyuon Tocnncol SonHc* Con## OmBH
Mlwdtnon u. 2000. Hwnburg 11.
F.H. Gormonif.
COBIO. HANVUAH HAM8UM
Ttl»; 211012 COSH* 0
mono: (0*01311501
Foe (0*01310753

aa^HniotaKHtBS)
COSCO Rspiesonlollv# 0«lc# In
Auiualia.
W(ic« P 0. Bo. 1088 Roy# 6«eh0ngo.
51P«1 Sl.Sy<ln*y2000»u«ro»*.
RnC 7 Fonion Ooscont South Coogoo MS w.
203* Sydnoy. *u«i»*.
CMM. SEASTAR (OltiCt)
COSCO STONEY (R*«.)
Phono. (021233-1251 (OHIO*)
(02) 2*1-2601
(02) 3**-75*1 (Rot.)
ToMc VSTAR AA 705*5 (officol
COSCO AA 72826 (Rot.)

|t«6«14«af«li

„ .

COSCO Bepresomallv# One* m Kuw»lt.
HAditmod AR Al-Bontr.
P a Bo. ia Stfot. KuwOlL
CoM: MOATASIM
Tow: 22066 KT
Phono; 2**8500 (OBco) 9366663 (Rot)

ComCOSURO___

TMe 72301 COSURO B
Pnon« (03) 232-19-31 (0«co)
(03)230-20-51 (Rot)
CO^O R#pres#niativ» OHic# m Egypl0. BidM snoot. Roiuia
(Aonaftni Boy. AlonnOnt EgylK
CtBir ChincOnGEN
Tow 5*5** CHICO UN.
Phono (03) *916953

ii

COSCO Roptosonlaiivo OWco In Egypt.
No is *lh n . e Solom BlAldIng
. 23 July Snoot Port S*d. Egypt

Com ChinaOENOF

TotOE 63525 C(3SCO UN
Phono (066) 221625

(n>i*)

COSCO Hepiesoniativo OBleo in
F.fl.Goimany.
OtliCO Bom Nouon Krohn 2.
2000 Harr-burg 11. F.H.O.
R«s Brent Sirasse tS9
2000 Hamburg SO. F.R.G.
Cao»- COSR'C
T«»ei 214991 A CftC 0
Pnooe fCMOi 376909-2' »0»^e1
t040) 3898277 iflev)

eS7i;t5«CXKII (MMa)
COSCO Hepr#s«ntaiivo OlFe# in Italy
CO Fitiott' (iotulEh S.PA
Vio Vonn Sonomtjro. *i
P 0 Bo. 1726 1-16121 Gonort. Italy
Tone 270086 COS GE t
Phono. (010) 567121/ (010)589052
Fie (0101 532605

ca»w
^ ^
COSCO Rep^senutiv«
OWlc« In Canadi
ttcsaamcaiK*
< OHic#> m Pakistan, utfiMizmmvtm
COSCO R#ores6ntatlv6
CO Montreal ^^oing me.
to Surionto Cowfioo a Ca
Eduiloo omtho* Rood oop.
CutIM Houto. Ktrtchi. Ptkltlon
CoBIt; RATAN
TolOE 23760 RATAN PK
Phonr 200610 (Oflieo) 51*93* (Rot.)

Harbour Carttre 2810
^
Bo. 12137-555 wott Hooftigi Snoot
Voncoovor S C. Conodo V68 *N6
Ton.: 0*5-3390
Foe (60*) 6815750
Phono; (604) 6873113

KUKienwaKK
t ««>
min) Romania. COSCO Representative office m U.S.S.R.
COSCO flepresemaiivt
OKic*
17. Coipon Snoot. Conoionat Romonio
Com COSCO CONSTANTZA
Tone 1*392 COSCO R
Pnono: 16159/16191

< «»«» > tIMMttIKZK*
COSCO Reoieseniallvt OlTiet m

CoordinalKyi Conti# ol SlNO-EuiO()oan
Contamor Sorvtco COSCO
lOpdoio *9-51 B-2000 AntMto Botglun

•taawaKa < ■•)

COSCO Ropietoniaiiv# Olllco m Fionet
to. Pttco Do to JOMIIt.
13002 Mtittw*. Fitnet,
TololE **0795
phono (91) 91-92-92

Singapora.
62 Coot Snoot 302^0. T.P.I BukdNg
SingopoioOiO* Ropotjoe o( Soigoooio.
Tone RS 2*0*5 YIFUSiRS 36*59 YIFUS
Com. yifucosin
Tonne 2255215
Phono. 221*466 (Oktd Lino) 222987*

ttXBitaKiia (tttt)

C(^0 Hepiesanlaliv# Ollice in U.K.
52 Cnoptiow VMOI. London w 11. UK
CoMCHSHIP
Tone 286273 CHSHIPG_____ _
Phono: (01)229-26*0/101)221000*

tt«nQ«taiftii
(»«•&)
COSCO RopiaoenialiYe OHica in Syrta
(Lattakia)
75 Bagnadod Si- Lanakio SyiN
CNM COSCOSY
Phonr 32681

#iBitixxai£i*i*a (’■r^rr >

COSCO Amertean ine. (LOS Angeles)
617 Wosi 7(h iuooi.Su** eoOA
L(3S AngoW. CA90017. U.S.A
Tone 6831860
____ __
Phono: (213) 6899100 (OKei)
(9161 7992555 (Rot.)

•PBiigtsHisniia (asa)

COSCO Amencan (nc. (New Yortt)
1 Harrrw To*er Harmon Piaza
Secaueua. HJ 07094 U.SA
Tete*: rn 427103 COSCO NA
ITT 427104 COSCO NA
Phona 1201} 392-260010fr>ce)
•3r”

»Pe? 1

OO Oaetta m«oi Stvppvtg Agency i.
va>(u>er«cnuxa Pi. Mo»s»«oy Poo. Odessa.
270004. USSR
Tela*c 232024
Phona (048)29467S

«■!««*«« (

Calco Snipping Company Ltd.
38/F.. Shi^ Tan Cantra.
200. Connaught Road. Central, Hong Kong.
Phone. 5*405303
Telex. 63203 OvET HX
Cable. YAUSAN
Fax: $-48290t
Chma-Japan intemationat Ferry Co. Ud.
Room 422 Shanghai Mansion.
Bsiduoisb. Sharif. P.R.C
Cabit CVPNJIP
Pnona. 6^661^'^46^60 e«t 422
China-Japan International Ferry
Co. Ltd. Kobe Office
2nd Root. Poa-Termmrf.

4.5. $hinko<ho. Chub-Ku.

Kobe Hyog^en 658. Japan.
Trar 5623-1C2 (JiPCO)
Phone. (078) 392-1021
Chung Lin Marine Service Co.. Ltd
303. Taiso Marine 3>og..
No 23 4<home.
Kaigandori. Naka-Ku.
Yoi«ona.ma. Jaoan 23i
Cable CHUNGLIN YOKOHAMA
Teiex 36229C9 CHUUN J
phonr (045) 671-5611

)

COSCO Representative Office In Korea
Horn? M#i Oortg. Mao Larrg Bong District
Pyongyang. Korea.
Phone 390726
Telex; 5908 COSCOCN KP
COSCO Representative Office in Panama
C/0 Pecffic Oodi*eii S.A.
1 im Floor. Plaza Ragency Bt^rtng
Via Ssoana 177 Panama Oty. Panama
P 0 Boa 8151 Panama 7. R.P
Taiea: 2693. 3369 (WUt) 2118 TRT
Cab<r. Pacific Panama.RP
Phonr 69-2411 (0«ice)
646129 (Res)
i :OSCO Europe GmbH
JO Cosne Stvopmg Agency GmbH
Oem Neuen Krtfm 2
•000 Hamburg 11
:r Germany
reftx: 214981 CRCO
fax (040)37690844
»ho«^. (040) 376908014 (OPica)

COS-HO Shipping Agency Ltd.
10 Wben Embaf*ment.

London SE17TG U.K
T**ea 914601 COS-H G
F«*. (01) 7355965
Pnone. (O') 7357707

Chung Lm Marine Service Ca. Ltd.
Kobe Office
No. 1-2- 2-Chome SsMe NachihOort
Chuo-Ka Kobe. Jeoan
Cabir CHUNQttN k(3BE
Teri: 5622*136 CHUNKS J
Phonr. (078) 392-iQlS
COSCO North America. Inc.
(Joint Venture in Agency)
Harmon Tower No. 1 Harmon Plaza.
Secaucus. New Jersey 07094. U.S-A. .
Cable. COSCONA
Telex: nr 427103 COSCONA/
ITT 427104 COSCONA.
Phonr (201) 392-2565
I20i)392-260a
Cosfur Shipping & Agency Ca MV
(JoirX Vulture in Agency)
Ktpdoro 49.51 2000 Antwerp. Be'gMn.
Cable COSrURSHtP
Telex: 71785 COSFUR B
Phonr «03) 2221711
Fax (03) 2335616

«a»xttAiKaMB£*>
CookNv Shipping 4 (ataiMrtng
FO. Boa laaSkdyon
0212 OoN 2/Hovtorol 17,
0275 0*10 2. Nonnoy.
COM: COSK1.AV
TiNe71206ZTKLAVN
Phono; (02) *72528000
F*e (021*72506731
Co*ric Shipping Agoney (3mbH
B*l Own Niuin Krohn 2.
2000 Homboig 11. FR. (Somtony.
pnoho: (0*0) 37690601*
Tow. 21*981 <»C 0
Foe (0*0) 376908**

n-:t£Bi

C/oss-Oetm 8.W.
(Jokil V*n(ut# in Agency)
GroomandoNgotiouw woin* 695.
Entronc* B. 2nd FI.
3001 G8 Roltoioom. HoOand
ClM CROSS(3CEAN
Tow; 22’*7 CROC NL
Pnon# (010) *332155
Foe (010) 310753

Ocean Paradis#
Pork Havon Roiwdam. Hosand.
TaNE26002SUN
Phonr 10101*361750

'

Chinasa-Czachoolovak Shippoig Ca
Oibrachiova 1589/1
146 00 Praha 4.KRC
Czechostovaitia
Tewr 122 508 CCP C
122 573 CCPC
Cabir COSSHiP praha
Pac (02) 6920020
Phone: (02) 6920015
(02) 6920018
(02)8921617

#ia)«x&B)Jt]|[«£<i

Cninrse-Cz6<dv>s)ovak Shipping Co.
Blanch OtTice Bailing
21 .Manguomanwai Snatt.
Btooig. enma
ToW: 211159 CISC CN
CaM- COSSHIP BEUING
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MARITIME TRAFFIC SAFETY LAW
OF
Appendix 2,

THE PEOPLE' S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

Maritime Traffic Safety Lau Of
The People’s Republic Of China
PART 1

GENERAL PROVISIONS

ARTICLE

1

This Law Is formulated in order to exercise better
control of maritime traffic, to ensure the safety of
vessels, installations, property and human life and to
safeguard the sovereignty and national Interests of this
country.
ARTICLE 2
This Law is applicable to all vessels,installations and
persons navigating, berthing or carrying out operations

In the coastal waters of the People's Republic of
China, and to the owners and operators of such vessels
and installations.

PART 3

MANNING OF VESSELS

AND INSTALLATIONS

ARTICLE 3

ARTICLE 6

The Harbour Superintendency Administrations of
the People's Republic of China are the competent
authorities solely responsible for the supervision of the
safely of traffic in the coastal waters of this country.

Vessels should be manned with duly qualified offi
cers and crew according to the standard of manning
adequate to ensure the safety of navigation.
ARTICLE 7

PART 2

SURVEY AND REGISTRATION
OF VESSELS

ARTICLE 4
Vessels and their major equipment and devices for
safe navigation must have valid certificates issued by
vessel survey and classification organs.
ARTICLE 5
Vessels must be in possession of valid certificate.
of nationality or certificate of registry or license.

All captains, chief engineers, deck officers, engi
neers, wireless operators, radio telephone operators
and similar ranking personnel on board seaplanes or
submersibles must hold their respective certificates of
competency or licenses.
All other crew members must be well trained for
their job.
ARTICLE 8
In accordance with the relevant regulations issued
by the state, all installations must carry those with a
good knowledge of collision - prevention,- signalling,
radio communications, fire-fighting and life-saving

operations.
ARTICLE 9
All those on board vessels or installations must
observe regulations for safety of maritime traffic and
follow the instructions for operation in order to ensure
the safety of navigation, berthing or operation of
vessels and Installations.

PART 4

NAVIGATION, BERTHING OR

CARRYING OUT OPERATIONS

not enter into inland waters or ports of the People's
Republic of China without the permission of its compe
tent authorities. However, under extraordinary circum
stances such as an emergency case of disease or injury
of the crew members or malfunctioning of the engine
or the vessel being in distress or seeking shelter against
stress of weather, where it is too time-pressed to
be granted entry as in normal cases, the vessel may,
while so entering, make an emergency application to
the competent authorities for such entry and should
act as instructed.
No military vessels of foreign nationality may
enter the territorial seas of the People's Republic of
China without being authorized by the Government
thereof.

ARTICLE

10
ARTICLE

The relevant laws, administrative statutes and
regulations promulgated by the People's Republic of
China must be complied with by vessels and installa
tions while navigating, berthing or carrying out
operations.
ARTICLE

11

Non-military vessels of foreign nationality may

12

Foreign-going vessels entering or leaving the ports
of the People's Republic of China shall be subject to
inspections of the competent authorities. Home-trading
vessels of Chinese nationality should have their entry
or clearance papers endorsed on entering or leaving
Chinese ports.

ARTICLE

13

No vessels of foreign nstionality may enter or
leave the ports of the People's Republic of China or
navigate or shift berths in the port areas or proceed
to or depart from mooring points or cargo terminals
outside port areas without a pilot being sent on board
by the competent authorities.
ARTICLE

14

While entering or leaving the port or passing
through areas of traffic control, dense traffic or
confined waters, vessels shall comply with the special
regulations issued by the Government of the People's
Republic of China or by the competent authorities.
ARTICLE

15

Vessels are prohibited from entering or passing
through forbidden areas unless specially authorized by
the competent authorities.
ARTICLE

16

Big-sized installations and mobile off-shore drill

ing units must undergo towage inspections conducted by
vessel survey and classification organs and must be
approved by the competent authorities for sea towage,
ARTICLE

IT

The competent authorities may cause a vessel to
•undergo a re-survey or instruct her owners or opera
tors to take effective safety measures upon finding the
■conditions of such vessel to be inconsistent with what
is stated in the vessel's certificates.
ARTICLE 18
The competent authorities may deny a vesselentry
into or order its departure from the port where the
presence of the vessel is considered to be a threat to
the safety of the port.
ARTICLE
The competent authorities
an installation from leaving
suspension of the voyage, the
the stoppage of the operations
or installation being, “

19
may prohibit a vessel or
the port or cause the
change of the route or
in case of such vessel

• •]
■

I

(a) In violation of the relevant laws, administrative
statutes or regulations promulgated by the
People's Republic of Chinai or
(b) unseaworthy or untowworthy; or
(c) Involved in a maritime traffic accident while
not being through with the necessary procedures;
or
(d) in default of payment of any amount due to the
competent authorities or the departments con
cerned or being unable to produce securities
required; or
(e) involved in any other event deemed by the
competent authorities to be detrimental or likely
to be so to the safety of maritime traffic.
PART 5

ASSURANCE OF SAFETY
ARTICLEs 20

Surface and under-water projects carried out in the
coastal areas and the designation of safety operation
zones in connection therewith must be reported to the
competent authorities for approval and announcement.
Unauthorized vessels may no* enter the safety operation
zones, nor may any contractors of the projects take the

liberty to expand such zones.
Where in port areas a part of the shore line Is to
be used for surface or under-water projects or overhead
operations, applications, together with supporting
drawings, should be submitted to the competent
authorities for review and approval,
ARTICLE 21
The designation of forbidden zones in coastal areas
must be applied to and approved by the State Council
or the competent authorities.
However, the designation of forbidden zones for
military purposes shall be approved by the national
military authorities.
The forbidden zones shall be announced by the
competent authorities.
ARTICLE 22
No installations can be fixed or established nor
any activities detrimental to the safety of traffic carried
out in port areas, anchorages, channels, fairways, dense
traffic areas or in routes designated by the competent
authorities unless approved by such authorities.
With respect to any installations which have been

fixed without being authorized, the competent authorities
have the right to cause such installations removed or
dismantled by their owners within a definite time.
ARTICLE 23'
No damage of any kind should be done to aids to
navigation or navigation facilities. Should any damage
be done thereto, those who caused such damage should
promptly report to the competent authorities and should
be liable for compensation.
ARTICLE 24

ARTICLE 25
Nothing that could constitute an obstacle to and

ARTICLE 26
The removal or dismantling of installations, the
salvage or clear up of shipwrecks or sunken objects and
the winding-up of under-water projects should leave
nothing that tends to be a threat to the safety of nav
igation or operation. Pending the completion and the
proper winding-up of the aforesaid operations, their
owners or operators should lay marks as required and
should make a true report to the competent authorities
about the name, shape, size, location and depth of
water over the obstructions in question.
ARTICLE 27
Port wharves, mooring points and cargo terminals
outside of port areas as w’ell as locks should be well
maintained for safety and kept in good condition.

Ill

Reports should be made promptly to the competent
authorities by vessels or installations upon finding.
(a) malfunctioning or abnormality of aids to navi
gation or navigation facilities; or
(b) existence of obstructions or drifting objects
hampering the safety of navigation; or
(c) other unusual circumstances affecting the safety
of navigation.

affect the proper functioning of the aids to navigation
could be built or installed in places nearby. Any lights
in the vicinity of the fairway and/or the aids to
navigation that could impair the safety of navigation
must be properly screened.

ARTICLE 28

ARTICLE 31

To meet the re(}uirement of the safety of maritime
traffic, the competent authorities may designate traffic
control areas or anchorages or make changes thereto.
The designation of anchorages outside of port are'as,
however, shall be announced by the competent author
ities after the approval of the higher authorities.

Where an accident has happened to a vessel or an
installation and the safety of maritime traffic has
been or would be threatened thus, the competent
authorities may take necessary compulsory actions to
handle the case.
PART 6

CARRIAGE OF DANGEROUS GOODS

ARTICLE 29
ARTICLE 32
In accordance with the relevant national regulations,
the competent authorities are solely responsible for the
issuance of navigation warnings and notice to mariners.
ARTICLE 30
In order to ensure the safety of navigation, berthing
and operations, the departments concerned should have
their communications facilities well maintained, keep
aids to navigation and navigation facilities in effective
working condition and should provide meteorological
forecasts, nautical charts and publications in time.

Vessels or installations storing, loading, discharging
or carrying dangerous goods must be provided with
equipment and facilities to ensure safety and security
and must observe rules and regulations governing the
control and carriage of dangerous goods Issued by the
People's Republic of China,
ARTICLE 33
Vessels carrying dangerous goods must apply to the
competent authorities for such carriage and they may
not enter or leave the port or commence loading or
discharging unless and until approval has been obtained.

PART 7

RESCUE AT SEA

report lo the competent authorities of their own name,
call sign, position as well as the situation of the scene.

ARTICLE 34

ARTICLE 37

Vessels^ installations or aircraft in distress should,
besides transmitting distress signals for rescue, report
as quickly as possible to the competent authorities on
the time and place of the accident, extent of damage,
requirement for rescue*service as well as the cause of
the accident.

Vessels or installations involved in a collision should
inform each other of its name, nationality and port of
registry and should do their utmost to rescue those in
distress. Insofar as they can do so without being
seriously endangered, the vessels involved should not
leave the scene of the accident without being released.

ARTICLE 35*

ARTICLE ^8

Vessels,installations or aircraft in distress and their
owners or operators should take every effective step to
engage in self-saving activities.

Upon receiving a request for rescue, the competent
authorities shall immediately muster a rescue force to run
to the rescue and the parties concerned and the vessels or
installations near the scene must aot in accordance with
the overall instructions and orders of the competent
authorities.

ARTICLE 36
Upon receiving distress signals or upon finding
anyone in danger of being lost, vessels or installations
in the vicinity of the scene of the accident should,
insofar as they can do so without being seriously
endangered, do their utmost to render every possible
assistance to those in distress and should promptly

ARTICLE 39
The despatch of vessels or aircraft by foreign
countries for entry into or flight over the territorial
waters of the People's Republic of China for search and

rescue of vessels or persons in distress must be approved
by the competent authorities.

PART 9

INVESTIGATION AND SETTLEMENT

OF MARITIME TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
PART 8

SALVAGE AND WRECK REMOVAL
ARTICLE 42

ARTICLE 40
With respect to sunken or drifting objects'affecting
the safety of maritime traffic, the conservation of the
channel or constituting a threat of explosion, the owners
or operators thereof should salvage and remove such
objects within the time limit set by the competent
authorities. Failing that, the competent authorities may
compel the undertaking of salvage and removal, thereof
and their owners or operators shall bear all the
expenses incurred.
The provisions of this Article shall not prejudice
the right of the owners or operators of the sunken or
drifting odjects to institute a claim against a third
party.
ARTICLE 41
Sunken vessels or objects lying in the coastal waters
of this country may not be saWed or dismantled with
out the permission of the competent authorities.

Any vessel or installation involved in a maritime
traffic accident should submit an accident report and
relevant documents and papers to the competent author
ities and be subject to investigations and settlement
by such authorities. Upon being investigated by the
competent authorities, the parties involved in such
accident and those related thereto must give a true
account of the scene of the accident and of the relevant
facts.
ARTICLE 43
With respdet to the maritime traffic accident that
has happened to a vessel or an Installation, the com
petent authorities shall find out the causes thereof and
establish the responsibilities of the parties.
PART 10

LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES

ARTICLE 44

ARTICLE 46

Judging from the extent of the violation of this
Law, the competent authorities may impose one or
several of the following penalties,
<a) warningi
(b) suspension or withdrawal of certificate of
competencyi
(c) fine.

Civil disputes arising from maritime traffic accidents
can be settled through mediation of the competent
authorities. Should the parties concerned be unwill
ing to have the case mediated or should the mediation
be unsuccessful, the parties concerned may file a
suit with the People's Court. Whereas cases involving
foreign interests can also be submitted to arbitration
in accordance with the written agreement between the
parties.

ARTICLE 45
Should the parties concerned reject the penalties
as determined by the competent authorities such as
imposition of fine or withdrawal of certificate of com
petency, they may bring an action in the People's
Court within 15 days of the receipt of the notice of
penalty. However, the competent authorities may request
the People's Court to enforce the aforesaid penalties if
no action has been brought in the People's Court, nor
have the parties concerned accepted the penalties im
posed, on the expiry of the aforesaid period of time.

ARTICLE 47
Those whose violation of the present Law has
constituted a crime shall be held liable for criminal
offence by judicial organs.
PART 11

SPECIAL PROVISIONS
ARTICLE 48

In fishing ports, i. e. those essentially used for
fishery, the national fishery and fishing port superin-

tendency organs perform the functions of those of the
competent authorities conferred by this Law and ate
responsible for the supervision and control of the safe
ty of traffic at those port areas. They should also
be responsible for the investigation and settlement of
traffic accidents between fishing vessels in the coastal
waters of the People^s Republic of China, ■ ^
By-laws for the implementation of the provisions
of this Article shall be separately promulgated by the
State Council.
ARTICLE 49
The administration within military water areas,
military ships and installations, the management of
surface and under-water operations for military
purposes and the survey, registration, manning and
endorsement of entry and departure of public security
vessels shall be separately prescribed by the relevant
authorities of this country on the basis of this Law.
PART 12

APPENDIX

ARTICLE 50

The term "coastal waters* means the ports along
the sea coast, the inner seas and the territorial seas
of the People's Republic of China and all other water
areas under its jurisdiction.
The term "vessels* means all kinds of displacement
or non-displacement
vessels,
craft, seaplanes,
submersibles and mobile platforms.
The term "installations* means surface and under
water structures or installations of all kinds, whether
fixed or floating, as well as fixed platforms.
The term "operations* means investigation, explo
ration, exploitation, survey, construction, dredging,
explosion,rescue, salvage,towage, fishing, breeding,
loading, discharging, scientific experiment and other
surface and under-water operations,
ARTICLE 51
The ministries concerned under the State Council
shall, on the basis of the present Law, draw up
by-laws and regulations for the implementation of the
present Law and shall submit them to the State
Council for approval and enforcement.
ARTICLE 52
Statutes and regulations pertaining to safety of

For the purpose of this Law,

maritime traffic hitherto promuigated that are incon>
sistent with the present Law shall be null and void,and
the latter shall prevail,
ARTICLE 53
The present Law shall come Into effect on the tst
of January, 1984.

REGULATIONS GOVERNING SUPERVISION
AND CONTROL OF FOREIGN VESSELS BY
THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF

CHINA

ENGUSH TRANSLATION ■

REQULAtiONS GbVERNINQ SUPERVISION AND CONTROL
OF
FOREIGN VESSELS GY THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

GENERAL PROVISIONS
Article 1

of China- shall lie complied with by all foreign vessels
(hereinafter referred to as “vessels”) navigating in port areas
and coastal waters of the People’s Republic of China, Vessels
shall be subject to inspections by the Harbour Superintendency
. Administration set up in the port by the Government of the
People’s Republic of China where the latter deems .such
inspections necessary. .
The term “coastal waters” mentioned in these Regulations
means Inland waters and territorial sea of the People’s Republic
of China as well as water areas officially defined as coming
under the jurisdiction thereof.

PART i ■ ENTRY, DEPARTURE AND
NAVIGATION*

These Regulations have been formulated with a view to
safeguarding the sovereigiity of the People’s Republic of China,
to maintaining trafBc order in port arear and coastal waters,
to ensuring safety of navigation and to preventing pollution
of waters.

Article 2
These Regulations as well as all relevant laws, statutes
and rules issued by the Government of the People’s Republic

Article 3
The master or owner of a vessel shall, a week prior to
its expected arrival at the port^ submit the required forms to
the Harbour Superintendency Administration through the
vessel’s port agent for completion of entry formalities, and
shall report, 24 hours in advance of her arrival (or on her
departure from the last port of call if the voyage takes less than
24 hours), the vessel’s ETA, fore and aft drafts on arrival
to the Harbour Superintendency Administration through the

port agent. Should there be any change In the ETA, same
shall be reported in time.
A report shall be submitted in advance to the Harbour
Superintendency Administration in case of special circum
stances, such as the vessel being in distress, the engines broken
down or her crew or passengers suffered from acute disease,
which necessitate the vessel to make an emergent entry into
or to return to the port during the vpyage.
•V

Article 6
Upon arrival at the port, arms and ammunition on
board are to be sealed up by the Harbour Superintendency
Administration. Radio-telegraph transmitter, radio-telephone
transmitter, signal rockets, flare signals and signal gims shall
only ^3C used in case of emergency, and a report shall be
made to the Harbour Superintendency Administration im
mediately afterwards.

Article 4
No vessel shall enter or leave the port, or. navigate or
shift berths therein without a pilot being appointed by the
Harbour Superintendency Administration. Matters regarding
pilotage shall be dealt with according to the Regulations with
respect to Sea-port Pilotage issued by the Ministry of Com
munications of the People’s Republic of China.

Article 7
Shooting, swimming, fishing, sefting off of firecrackers
or fireworks and other actions calculated to endanger the
order and security of the port shall be prohibited.

Article 8
Article 5
Upon arrival at the port, vessels shall immediately submit
the Entry Report and other relevailt forms tor check-up;
besides, vessels shall submit ship’s papers and relevant docu
ments for examinaition and be subject tp inspections. Prior
to leave, vessels shall submit the Departure Report and other
relevant forms for clearanctf examination and may only leave
the port after port clearance has been obtained.
......

The Harbour Superintendency Administration is fully
authorized to. detain \he vessel concerned, or to order the
vessel to stop sailing, to change route or to return ito 'the
port under any of the following circumstances:
(a) unseaworthiness:
(b) violation of laws or regulations of the People’s
Republic of China;
--- -<c) involvement in marine accident; •
-• ............

(d) non-payment of expenses to which the vessel is
liable or failure to produce security required; or
(e ) other cases prohibiting the vessel from sailing.
.

Article 9

Vessels navigating in Chinese port areas and coastal
waters' shall, not be engaged in activities •endangering:; the
• national safety, rights and interests of the People’s Republic
of China and shall comply with regulations governing straits,
waterways, routes and areas closed to navigation.

Article 10

Article 13
V

«•

. •

•

Vessels requiring to enter any of the Chinese ports open
to foreign trade for shelter or temporary stay shall apply to
the Harbour Superintendency Administration for permission.
Such application shall state: name of the vessel, call-sigh,
vessel’s nationality, name of the shipping company, port of
sailing, port of destination, vessel’s position, speed, drafts,
colour of hull and colour and mark of funnel. Such vessels
shall take shelter at places designated.
Vessels requiring to take shelter or to lie at anchor temDOfarily at places other than any of those Chinese ports open

Vessels navigating within the port aieas shall not proceed
at a speed liable to endanger the safety of other vessels and

to foreign trade shall, in addition-to the above formalities,
observe the following regulations:

port installations.

Article 11
Boats (rafts) attached to vessels shall not be manoeuvred
within port areas except for life-saving purposes.

Article 12 .
No vessel shall have its boats, derricks and gangways,
etc., stretched outboard while navigating or shifting berths
within port areas.

(a) reporting promptly to the nearest Harbour Super
intendency Administration the time and position of
anchoring and the time of departure;
(b) fulfilling the requirements of local authorities con
cerned and submitting to their inspections, inquires
and instructions; and
(c) no one to he allowed ashore and no cargo loaded or
discharged without permission of local authorities
concerned.

PART 2

BERTHING

Article 14

openings of the vessel which, may, give-trouble ito other vessels,
harbour craft, the wharf or the access of persons shall be
properly covered.

. While berthing in port, vessels shall have on board a
sufDcient member of men to ensure safe manoeuvring, and»
in case of emergency such as typhoon warning; etc., all hands
shall return immediately aboard to take necessary precautions
and urgent measures.

No light of any vessel shall be exhibited in such a manner
as to Impair the safe navigation of. other vessels; strpng lights
directed at the fairway must be properly screened.

Article IS

Article 19

Gangways for access of crew members, passengers and
other persons shall be properly secured and fitted with railing
or manropes. Rope ladders shall be safe and strong. Sufficient
illumination shall be available at night.

All vessels should be in safe and good working conditions
for cargo operation as required. All cargo handling equip
ments should be maintained in good working order and
certificate of fitness should be made available therefor.

Article 16

Article 20

Vessels requiring .to work propellers shall pay close atten
tion to the surroundings at the stern, and shall only do so
under the condition that the safety of other vessels and
harbour installations has been ensured.

Vessels shall apply in advance for- and obtain permission
from the Harbour Superintendency Administration before
carrying out the following operations:
(a) overhauling of any boiler, main-engine, windlass,
steering gear or radio-station;
(b) trial trip or engine-test;
(c) lowering boat (raft) for life-saving drill;
( d ) welding (except for repairing in shipyard) or work-

.

Article 17

While berthing in port, all exhaust valves and discharge

Article 18

ing with naked light on deck; or
(e ) decorating with colourful lights.

Article 21
Vessels under fumigation shall take strict safety measures
arid exhibit appropriate signals prescribed by the
Harbour •
Superintendency Adminidration;

Article 22 .
In order to ensure the safety of the port and vessels,
when ordered to shift berth or to sail ahead of or behind, the
schedule, vesstels shall observe such orders as given by the
Harbour Superintendency Administration.

Article 24
When entering or leaving port or at anchor, vessels shall
pay close attention to the call and signals of the port signalstation. When visual signals are used, the Regulations with
respect to Coastal Port Signals issued by the Government of
the People’s Republid of China shall be complied with. Where
signals are not specified by Chinese coastal ports, the Interna
tional Code of Signals shall be applicable.

Article 25
Vessels shall not make sound signals at will within the
port except when necessitated by safety of navigation. Vessels
requiring to test whistles shall make an advance report to the
Harbour Superintendency Administration.

Article 26
PART 3

SIGNALS AND COMMUNICATIONS
Article 23

Vessels navigating or berthing in Chinese port areas or
coastal waters shall by day hoist the national flag of the
country of registry. Oh ertering or leaving port or shifting
berths, vessels shall in addition display signal-letters and
relevant signals prescribed by the Harbour Superinlendency
Administration.

Vessels making use of their VHP radio-telephone in port
shall comply with the Provisional Regulations Governing the
Use of VHP Radio-telephone by Poreign Vessels issued by the
Ministry of Communications of the People’s Republic of
China.

PART 4 DANGEROUS CARGOES
Article 27
Vessels carrying or handling dangerous cargoes, shall

exhibit the prescribed signals, .comply with the regulations
relating to the . carriage, of dangerous„.cargoes and take all
necessary safety measures. Cargoes of contradictory nature,
in particular, must be separately stowed. It is strictly forbidden
to stow explosives with Ignltable materials or Inflammable
. cargoes in the same hold.

■Article 28
Vessels carrying grade I highly hazardous cargoes shall,
3 days prior to the ETA, apply to the Harbour .Superintendency
Administration through their port agent for endorsement, with
their descriptive names, properties, packing, quantity, place
of stowage stated in detail and a booklet of Description of
Dangerous Materials attached, and shall not enter the port,
discharge the cargoes or make transit unless permission has
been obtained.
Such cargoes being: explosives, highly
poisonous articles, radio-active substances, compressed gases,
liquefied gases, oxidizing agents, substances liable to
spontaneous combustion, substances which, in contact with
water, emit inflammable gases, inflammable liquids, inflammable
solids, acidic corrosives, etc.
Vessels intending to carry the above-mentioned hazardous
cargoes for export shall, 3 days prior to the loading thereof,
apply for endorsement 4nd shall not load until permission
has been obtained.

Article 29
Vessels applying for Certificate of Safety Stowage of
Export Dangerous Cargoes shall, 3 days prior to loading,
submit a written application to the Harbour Superintendency
Administration, stating, inter alia: descriptive names, properties,
packing, quantity, place of stowage (accompanied by stowage
plan), intermediate ports, port of destination, and shall load
at the berths designated by the Harbour Superintendency
■

Administration.

PART S FAIRWAY PROTECTION
Article' 30
Vessels under way shall comply with the rules of naviga
tion and maintain traffic order. In case of accidents involving
the risk of sinking, a report shall immediately be made to
the Harbour. Superintendency Administration and all effective
measures shall be taken to steer clear of the fairway to avoid
impeding the traffic and endangering other vessels. If the
vessel is sunk, a temporary signal shall promptly be marked
by the parties involved at the place of the wreck.

as garbage in port, it shall exhibit signals prescribed by the
Harbour Superintendency Administration to request ash boats
(cars^.
■
'
■

■Article 31
Salvage operations cn shipwrecks or other objects in port
areas or coastal waters shall be carried out in accordance with
the Regulations Governing the Salvage of Shipwrecks or Sunken
Objects issued by the Government of the People’s Republic of
China. The Harbour Superintendency Administration may,
as it thinks fit, notify the owners thereof to carry out salvage
and clear the fairway within a specified time, or to arrange
an immediate salvage to refloat or demolish the sunken vessel
or object and to clear the fairway, with all responsibilities
and expenses incurred borne by the owners concerned.

j

'

Article 34

Fairway installations and aids to navigation shall be well
cared for; Vessels causing damages thereto or to harbour
constructions or other facilities shall report immediately to
the Harbour Superintendency. Administration and. shall be
held responsible for the restoration made or the expenses
incurred,

PART 6 PREVENTION OF POLLUTION
. Article 35

Article 32
Where any sunken or floating object has been found by
any vessel, a report thereon shall be made and the object
salvaged handed over to the Harbour Superintendency
Administration, whereupon, a reward may be given by the
latter as appropriate.

Article 33
Where any vessel wishes to dispose of any refuse such

.

.

No vessel shall discharge oils, oily mixtures or other
harmful pollutants or refuse within port areas and coastal
waters of the People’s Republic of China.

Article 36
If any ballast water, tank washings or bilge water is to be
discharged from any vessel, an application shall be made to
the Harbour Superintendency Administration for approval.
Where a vessel has arrived from a plague-infested port.

necessary sanitary treatment should been given by the Quaran
tine Authorities. Dirty water and hold washings from holds
where dangerous cargoes or harmful pollutants have been
stowed shall only be discharged at the designated place after
their having been tested by and to the satisfaction of the
sanitation departments concerned.

In accordance with the regulations relating to the prevention
of pollution of marine environment Issued by the Government
of the People’s Republic of China.

PART 7

FIRE-FIGHTING AND SALVAGE
Article 40

' Article 37
Oil tankers and vessels with oil as fuel shall carry the
Oil Record Book on board and make appropriate entries as

Smoking or making naked Are in the hold or elsewhere
liable to cause fire hazard to the vessels is strictly prohibited.

required.

Article 41

Article 38
Where a pollution has occurred within the port area or
coastal waters, the vessel at fault shall have all relative
particulars entered in the Oil Record Book and the Deck Log.
and shall have the matter immediately reported to the Harbour
Superintendency Administration. Meanwhile, all effective
measures shall be taken to prevent the oil from spreading.
Where any chemicals should be applied, an application together
with a description of their compositions and properties shall
be sent to the Harbour Superintendency Administration for
approval.

Article 39
Matters not provided for in this part shall be dealt with

Vessels bunkering oil or oil-tankers handling cargo oil
shall take strict fire prevention measures for safety.

Article 42
While welding in port, vessels shall clean up the surroundinas beforehand, take strict precautionary measures, be pro
vided with fire-fighting apparatus and examine the worksite
before and after thie operation. No welding can be done inside
or near oil compartments, unless and until all the oil has been
emptied, oil residues cleared out, the compartments sufficiently
ventilated, the inflammable gases expelled, and a certificate
of fitness obtained.

Article 43
Should any vessel be involved in a
casualties, an immediate report shall be
Superintendency Administration. Such
ship’s position, tonnage,. drafts, cargo
suffered and assistance required.

PART 8 MARINE ACCIDENTS
fire hazard or marine
made to the Harbour
report must contain
on board, damages

Article 44
Where necessary, the Harbour Superintendency Administration may order and direct any vessel in port or in coastal
waters to rescue the vessel in distress. The vessel so ordered
and directed is obliged to do its utniost to render every possible
assistance as long as its own safety wili not be endangered.

Article 45
As soon as the olBcers from the Harbour Superintendency
Administration or the salvage departments concerned have
arrived, the master of the vessel' in distress shall report the
accident occurred and measures taken so far, provide all
information and facilities required and make suggestions with
regard to the salvage as appropriate. All decisions taken by
the Harbour Superintendency Administration for maintaining
.safety and order shall be complied with by ell parties
concerned.

Article 46
Should any vessel be Involved in marine accident, the
master shall give the Harbour Superintendency Administra
tion a summarized report by telegram or radio-telephone
soonest possible. In case the accident has occurred outside
of port areas, the master shall, within 48 hours of the vessel’s
arrival at the first port of call, submit a marine accident
report to the Harbour Superintendency Administration. Such
report shall be submitted within 24 hours of the accident if
the same has happened in port.

Article 47
Should any vessel be involved in marine accident causing
death of or injury to persons or damages to properties in port
areas or coastal waters of the People’s Republic of China,
the master of the vessel at fault shall render every possible
assistance to the ship and persons in distress, make timely
report to the Harbour Superintendency Administration and
be prepared for Investigation and settlement. Should the
party at fault refrain from rendering any assistance in spite
of the imminent danger or flee into hiding, severe punishment
will be imposed.

Article 48
Should death happen to any person on board, an
Immediate report thereof shall be sent to the Harbour
Superintendency Administration. Where any damage or.death •
has caused to the por^ or its persons through the fault of the
ship, or vice versa, the spot should be kept untouched and
timely reports should be given to the Harbour SuperintenJency
Administration by both parties. In case of dispute, either
party may resort to. the Harbour Superintendency Administra
tion for investigation and settlement. Matters involving penal
proceedings shall be dealt with by judicial organs of the
People’s Republic of China.

Article 49
Matters not provided for in this part shall be deaU with
in accordance with the Regulations Governing Investigation
and Settlement of Marine Accidents promulgated by the
Ministry of Communications of the People’s Republic of,
China.

PART 9 PENALTIES FOR VIOLATION
OF regulations
Article SO
Vessels violating these Regulations and all relevant laws.

statutes and rules Issued by the Government of the People’s
Republic of China shall, according to the seriousness of the
case, be warned or fined by the Harbour Superintendency
Administration. ’All offences of vicious or serious nature
shall be handed over to the judicial organs.

Article 51
Any offender not yielding to the conclusions made by
the Harbour Superintendency Administration may, within IS
days of the receipt thereof, appeal to the Bureau of Harbour
Superintendency of the People’s Republic of China. The
above said conclusions, however, shall remain valid before
its being modified.

PART 10

SUPPLEMENTARY PROVISIONS
Article 52

Matters concerning prevention of collisions not provided
for in these Regulations, and relevant rules and regulations
issued by the Government of the People’s Republic of China
shall be dealt with in accordance with the International
Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea accepted by the
Government of the People’s Republic of China.

t.......

Article S3
These Regulations' shall become effective upon the
approval by the State. Council' of the People’s Republic
of China. The Regulations Governing Entry and .Departure
of Foreign Vessels Into and From Ports of the People’s Republic
of China promulgated by the Ministry of Communications of
the People’s Republic of China on the 12th of March, 1957
shall at the same time be repealed.
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